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1. Main Updates from Preliminary Phase 1 Report

1.1 This report is my final report prepared at the end of Phase 1 of the Grenfell
Tower Public Inquiry.

1.2 This presents an update of my preliminary report prepared for the Grenfell
Tower Public Inquiry and dated 28th March 2018. The report has been
updated and amended throughout and in particular the following areas have
been revised or added:

(a) The initial actions of the first fire fighters to enter flat 16 of Grenfell Tower
on the 14th June 2017.

(b) The initial observations of the occupants of flat 16 of Grenfell Tower on the
14th June 2017.

(c) The actions of fire investigators during the early stages of the investigation
into the fire in flat 16 of Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017.

(d) The outcome of electrical examination of items recovered from flat 16 of
Grenfell Tower. The examinations were conducted by Dr. Duncan
GLOVER who has been retained by the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry to
undertake an examination of relevant electrical appliances and wiring.

(e) Final conclusions.

2. Introduction

2.1 Phase1 of the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry has heard evidence from a variety
of witnesses pertaining to the events that occurred on the night of the 14th
June 2017, the date on which the fire occurred at Grenfell Tower.

2.2 I have drawn on the evidence provided by witnesses and core participants
during Phase 1 of the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry to update my preliminary
report.

2.3 At the time of preparation of this final report, Police investigations relating to
the fire which occurred at Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017 remain
ongoing.

2.4 As a consequence, the views expressed in this final report are presented only
on the basis of the evidence made available to me at the time of writing and
the statements made in this report, are true to the best of my knowledge and
belief and based on the materials presented to me for review.

2.5 Where the available evidence allows, the balance of probabilities (something
is more likely than not to have occurred) as the standard of proof has been
applied. Where the available evidence does not allow a conclusion on the
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balance of probabilities to be reached, I have indicated whether a particular
fact or event is a possibility or where no safe conclusions can be made at the
current time.

2.6 There are some specific timings in relation to videos taken at early stages of
the fire and its development. These timings are the most accurate available
at the time of preparation of this report however these may change in the
future.

3. Professional Background

3.1 I am a Professor of Forensic Science and Director of the Leverhulme
Research Centre for Forensic Science at the University of Dundee.

3.2 I have been involved in forensic science education, research and casework
since 1994. I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in chemistry and
mathematics, a Bachelor of Arts degree in psychology and a Doctorate in
chemistry. I am a Chartered Chemist and a Fellow of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh and hold fellowships of the Royal Society of Chemistry, the
Chartered Society of Forensic Science, the Institute of Chemistry of Ireland,
the Royal Statistical Society and the UK Association of Fire Investigators.

3.3 I have held National and International leadership positions in both fire
investigation and forensic science. I am a past chair of the European Network
of Forensic Science Institutes' (ENFSI) working group for fire and explosion
investigation and of the INTERPOL forensic science managers' symposium. I
am the current vice chair of the Scientific Advisory Board for the International
Criminal Court.

3.4 I hold a variety of awards for my work in forensic science including the 2018
Distinguished Forensic Scientist award from the European Network of
Forensic Science Institutes' (ENFSI) and the Pete Ganci Award for fire
investigation from the UK Association of Fire Investigators.

3.5 I have led the development of Codes of Practice for forensic science
practitioners in fire investigation in the UK and in Europe and have also
developed international analytical guidance documents for the United Nations.

3.6 I have published over 200 research papers, book chapters, monographs and
text books and hold a research grant portfolio in excess of £12.8 million. I am
a registered forensic practitioner with the National Crime Agency and am
authorised as a Forensic Chemist under the Criminal Procedure (Scotland)
Act 1995, Section 280(4). I have been involved as an expert witness for the
courts in over a hundred criminal cases including investigations relating to fire
scenes and terrorist events.

3.7 I am involved regularly in the public communication and engagement of
science making forensic science accessible to a wide range of audiences.
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4. Instructions, Terms of Reference and layout of the report.

4.1 Structure of the Inquiry

The Chairman has indicated that the Public Inquiry will be conducted in two
phases.

Phase I of the Inquiry is intended to investigate the development of the fire
itself, where and how it started, how it spread from its original seat to other
parts of the building and the chain of events that unfolded during the course of
the hours until it was finally extinguished. Phase 1 is also examining the
response of the emergency services and the evacuation of residents. The
Chairman has noted that it is necessary to address these questions first for
two reasons:

(1) there is an urgent need to identify what aspects of the building's design and
construction played a significant role in enabling the disaster to occur; and

(2) until the chain of events is understood, it will not be possible to pinpoint the
critical decisions that had a bearing on the fire.

Phase 2 of the Inquiry will be concerned with the balance of issues identified
in the provisional list given on the Inquiry's website.

4.2 I was instructed on the 6th November 2017 by the Grenfell Tower Public
Inquiry team to provide a report for Phase 1 of the Grenfell Tower Public
Inquiry which addresses the following two aspects only:

(a) The origin and cause of the fire in flat 16, Grenfell Tower which
occurred on the morning of the 14th June 2017.

(b) The spread of fire, once ignited within flat 16 Grenfell Tower on the
morning of the 14th June 2017.

4.3 The spread of the fire out of flat 16 Grenfell Tower and the subsequent fire
development once the fire had exited from flat 16 Grenfell Tower was not
part of my terms of reference.

4.4 It is important to note that I did not carry out a first-hand investigation of the
origin and cause of the fire which occurred at Grenfell Tower on the 14th June
2017. When I attended Grenfell Tower as part of my work for the Public
Inquiry, flat 16 had been cleared of much of its contents and this meant that it
was impossible for me to undertake a first-hand fire scene investigation. As a
consequence I reviewed the work undertaken by the initial fire investigation
team(s). I have been provided with many reports, witness statements,
photographs and other material to facilitate this review. Where I have asked
for further information, this has been sought by the Public Inquiry from the
relevant document-holder.
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4.5 The opinions I have provided are based on the review of a variety of sources
of evidence which are:

(a) Documentation and reports provided by the fire investigators involved
in the investigation of the fire in flat 16 Grenfell Tower which occurred
on the morning of the 14th June 2017.

(b) Witness statements from the occupants of various flats at Grenfell
Tower relating to the fire on the 14th June 2017.

(c) Witness statements from fire fighters who attended the fire at Grenfell
Tower which occurred on the morning of the 14th June 2017 and in
particular, the first fire fighters to enter flat 16.

(d) Contemporaneous notes from some of the London Fire Brigade Fire
Scene Investigators relating to their activities on the 14th and 15th June
2017.

(e) Contemporaneous notes from the Key Forensic Services Fire Scene
Investigators relating to their activities associated with their
investigation of the fire at Grenfell Tower.

(f) Photographs of flat 16, Grenfell Tower taken after the fire by fire
investigators and Metropolitan police.

(g) Video and photographic material from the mobile phone of witnesses in
attendance at Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017.

(h) London Fire Brigade thermal imaging camera footage relating to
firefighting activities on the 14th June 2017 in flat 16 Grenfell Tower.

(i) The report, memo and associated appendices prepared by Dr. Duncan
GLOVER for the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry.

(j) Reports presented to the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry by Exponent.

(k) The oral evidence (and transcripts of that evidence) presented to the
Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry by London Fire Brigade fire fighters,
particularly the first fire fighters to enter flat 16 and fire investigators as
part of the Phase 1 hearings.

The material that I have specifically referred to in the preparation of this report
is presented within Appendix 1.

4.6 I undertook two site visits to Grenfell Tower. My first visit was on the 9th
October 2017 and my second visit was on the 9th November 2017. During
these site visits I was provided with access to flat 16 Grenfell Tower as well as
other flats elsewhere within the building. Except for the remains of electrical
wiring and equipment, there was very little remaining physical evidence within
flat 16 on the dates of my visits. As such, the information provided in the
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reports I reviewed, was the primary source of material upon which my review
of the conclusions of the fire investigators who provided an origin and cause
of the fire are based.

4.7 This report is presented in three parts:

4.7.1 Part one presents a background to fire and fire development which sets the
stage for the reader, helping them to understand the conditions required for a
fire to occur and, once burning, how fires develop within a compartment. This
information is presented in section 6.

4.7.2 Part two discusses how fire investigators use physical evidence as well as the
evidence from eye witnesses and other information to aid them in undertaking
their investigations into the origin and cause of a fire. This information is
presented in section 7.

4.7.3 Part three presents an in-depth review of the documents provided to me in
relation to the fire investigation into the origin and cause determination of the
fire at Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017. This section is referenced to the
documentation listed in Appendix 1. Within this section the evidence provided
by witnesses (both fire fighters and members of the public) and the reports on
the interpretation of the physical evidence and photographic evidence
prepared by the fire investigators is discussed. This information is presented
in section 8 and final conclusions are presented in section 9.

4.8 I am not a qualified Forensic Electrical Engineer and as such did not
undertake any examinations of the electrical appliances or wiring associated
with the fire at flat 16 Grenfell Tower. Dr. Duncan GLOVER has been
retained by the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry to carry out an examination of
the relevant electrical appliances and wiring. I have considered Dr. Duncan
GLOVER's report and associated appendices in preparing this final report and
in formulating my conclusions.

4.9 Undertaking a review of a fire investigation is largely a paper-based exercise
where reports and notes written by investigators who carried out the actual
scene investigation are reviewed. Such a paper exercise is not ideal because
the reviewer does not see first-hand the three-dimensional space within which
the fire occurred whilst the evidence is still in situ and can be contextualised
fully.
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5. Conclusions

5.1 Where the available evidence allows, the balance of probabilities (something
is more likely than not to have occurred) as the standard of proof has been
applied. Where the available evidence does not allow a conclusion on the
balance of probabilities to be reached, I have indicated whether a particular
fact or event is a possibility or where no safe conclusions can be made at the
current time.

5.2 In addressing the determination of the area of origin of the fire at Grenfell
Tower which occurred on the 14th June 2017 the following hypotheses have
been considered:

Hypothesis 1: The fire started in the kitchen of flat 16 Grenfell Tower as
opposed to any other part of the building.

Hypothesis 2: The fire started in the southeast end of the kitchen of flat 16,
Grenfell Tower as opposed to elsewhere within the kitchen.

Hypothesis 3: That it is more likely than not that the fire started in the
southeast corner in the tall fridge freezer as opposed to any other electrical
appliance or item in the southeast corner of the kitchen of flat 16.

5.3 From the information provided from witnesses, the fire fighters and the fire
investigators it is possible to conclude that the fire at Grenfell Tower which
occurred on the 14thJune 2017 started in the kitchen of flat 16 of the fourth
floor of Grenfell Tower.

5.4 It is possible to say that the area of origin of the fire was in the southeast
corner of the kitchen and that, given the available information, it is more likely
than not that this was in the tall fridge freezer located along the south wall of
the kitchen.

5.5 On the basis of the available evidence, it is not possible to determine the
cause of the initial fire within flat 16, Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017. As
a consequence, the cause of the fire remains undetermined.

5.6 The fire patterns and physical evidence remaining within flat 16 Grenfell
Tower at the time of the examinations undertaken by the fire investigators
suggested that the initial fire, which occurred in the kitchen of flat 16, was
followed by a re-entry of this fire at a later time into flat 16 through the window
of the bedroom located West of the living room. The fire spread from this
bedroom into the hallway and then re-entered the kitchen at some point
through the kitchen door, causing further fire damage to this room. There is
also an area of fire damage to the North side of the kitchen near the window
which most likely occurred as a result of ignition and combustion of an old
freezer, small fridge and wall materials which were reported as being in this
area. Given the available information the re-entry of the fire and subsequent
damage would not impede or complicate the fire scene investigation in the
determination of the area of origin and cause of the initial fire.
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6. Part 1: Understanding fire and fire development.
6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 The discipline of fire science uses scientific and engineering principles to
underpin a robust understanding of fire behaviour. There is much peer
reviewed literature, including scientific text books. devoted to the topic
providing a rigour and confidence in the understanding of conditions required
for fires to ignite, develop and spread. Such processes are well accepted and
held as reliable across experts in the field.

6.1.2 The acceptance across the expert communities of the underpinning scientific
principles allow for a less technical explanation to be presented as an
overview of the processes involved. As such, this section of my report
presents a fundamental explanation of the accepted concepts relating to the
understanding of fire, its ignition, development and spread.

6.1.3 This section is not intended to be an in-depth or technical explanation and it is
presented in such a way as to provide an understandable context to a lay
reader. The aim is to assist in the understanding of how fires occur and, as a
consequence, the methodologies behind how fires are investigated by
forensic scientists and/or fire investigators.

6.1.4 The reader may wish to view the first part of my Phase 1 Expert evidence and
associated presentation which is available on the Grenfell Tower Public
I nquiry website:

a. https://www.grenfelltowerinquiry.org.uk/hearings/expert-witness-
presentations-0 

b. https://www.grenfelltowerinquiry.org.uk/evidence/professor-niamh-nic-
daeids-presentation 

c. https://www.grenfelltowerinquiry.orq.uk/evidence/flat-16-thermal-imaging-
footage-and-external-fire-spread-comparison 

6.2 What happens to materials when they are heated?

6.2.1 When carbon containing materials (or fuels) are heated, energy is transferred
into the material. If enough energy is transferred, then the chemical bonds
within and between molecules and atoms in the material can break in a
process called 'pyrolysis'.

6.2.2 Pyrolysis is the thermochemical decomposition of the material (the
degradation caused as a result of the heat energy to which the material is
exposed). Thermochemical decomposition causes the material to transform
into gaseous components, solid carbon residue and ash, figure 1. The
composition of the gas evolved can be a complex mixture of chemicals which
depends on the material and the temperature to which it is heated.
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HEAT ENERGY BREAKS DOWN
CHEMICAL BONDS WITHIN THE
MATERIAL AND CREATES GASEOUS
REACTION PRODUCTS (PYROLYSIS
PRODUCTS)

1 114

IDe4 I 0.4 I 0 14 fee• • • • • • •
FUEL

Figure 1: Schematic illustrating the pyrolysis process within a fuel. The energy from
localised heat causes chemical bonds in a fuel to break and release gaseous reaction

products.

6.2.3 The pyrolysis process and temperature at which pyrolysis occurs is variable
and depends on the specific materials involved. The amount of heat energy
required for pyrolysis to occur is different for different materials, for example
plastics tend to pyrolyse at higher temperatures than organic materials such
as wood. More pyrolysis products are generated as the temperature
increases.

6.2.4 How pyrolysis occurs in different materials is dependent on many variables.
Various models have been developed over the years by the fire science
research communities in attempts to understand and predict the process in
different materials and under different conditions.

6.2.5 Materials which can support a rigid char (such as wood) can pyrolyse in a
different way to those that do not char. This means that the chemical bonds
within these materials can break in more than one way. Materials which can
support a rigid char are those which contain cellulose (such as natural
products for example wood) and thermosetting plastics of which two,
polyurethane (PU) and polyvinylchloride (PVC), are commonly encountered in
homes and commercial premises.

6.2.6 Pyrolysis may occur in materials in the absence of oxygen. It is a direct result
of the heat energy applied to the material.

6.2.7 Pyrolysis and the generation of pyrolysis products is the first step in the
combustion process but is distinct from combustion.

6.3 The process of combustion.

6.3.1 Combustion is a chemical process involving a fuel and oxygen that produces
heat (exothermic). It is defined as a 'chemical process of oxidation that
occurs at a rate fast enough to produce heat and usually light in the form of
either a glow or a flame' [1].

6.3.2 The combustion and burning of materials involves well understood chemical
and physical reactions and processes which are widely accepted within the
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relevant scientific communities and have been scientifically tested over many
years.

6.3.3 Smouldering combustion (sometimes referred to as glowing combustion)
occurs at the surface of a solid and requires the presence of very hot
materials and a supply of oxygen. It is characterised by the absence of a
visible flame and the colour of the incandescent 'glow' observed reflects the
temperature of the material [2]. The temperatures reached in smouldering
fires can be considerable and smouldering fires can continue even when the
oxygen levels are very low (less than 5%) [2].

6.3.4 Smouldering combustion fires can last for long periods of time and cause
considerable destruction. The rate of spread of smouldering combustion fires
is generally dependent on the materials involved.

6.3.5 For flaming combustion (fire) to occur, a solid or a liquid fuel must first be
heated to the temperature required to pyrolyse the materials and produce
gaseous reaction products. This vapour can then be mixed with oxygen
(normally in the air) and the mixture can be ignited if a suitable source of

ignition is present in the environment of the mixed vaporised products, figure
2. Flaming combustion produces a visible flame.

PYROLYSIS PRODUCTS COMBINE
WITH OXYGEN IN THE AIR AND
COMBUST. THIS GENERATES
MORE HEAT AND MORE PYROLYSIS
PRODUCTS.

PYROLYSIS ZONE

Figure 2: Schematic illustrating the combustion process within a fuel. The gaseous
pyrolysis products mix with oxygen in the air in the right proportions and can be

ignited to produce a flame.

6.3.6 Fire is defined as 'a rapid oxidation process, which is a chemical reaction
resulting in the evolution of light and heat in varying intensities' [1].

6.3.7 Flaming combustion (fire) is often characterised by several essential
requirements:

(a) that localised heating of a combustible material occurs which can
generate gaseous pyrolysis products from the fuel,

(b) that oxygen is present in sufficient quantity in the environment of the
gaseous fuel,
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(c) that the gaseous fuel and oxygen are present within a certain ratio
which normally depends on the fuel,

(d) that some means of ignition is present that has sufficient energy to
ignite the fuel: oxygen mixture,

(e) that the fuel and oxygen interact in a self-sustaining exothermic (heat
producing) chain reaction.

6.3.8 These requirements are often referred to as the fire triangle or fire diamond,
figure 3. All three elements of the fire triangle (heat, oxygen and fuel) must be
present for the fire to be sustained and if any of these elements are removed
the fire will extinguish.

Figure 3: Generalised construct of the components of the fire triangle
(source: creative commons)

6.3.9 Flaming fires are the most common types of fires encountered and often the
most destructive. The colour of the flame is caused, in part, by the
combustion of the gaseous materials as well as the presence of glowing solid
by-products of incomplete combustion. The presence of the latter can result
in red, orange, yellow, blue and white flames depending on the temperature.

6.3.10 Fires can transition between smouldering/glowing combustion and flaming
combustion depending on specific circumstances such as the amount of
oxygen present. In many circumstances, flaming fires will follow an initial
period of smouldering combustion and a smouldering combustion phase will
occur towards the end-point of the fire.

6.3.11 Gaseous fuel and oxygen can be premixed flames (such as in the gas jet of a
cooker) or diffusion flames where the gaseous reaction products released
during pyrolysis diffuse outward from the fuel surface and the oxygen in the
air is diffusing towards the fuel. Where the oxygen and gaseous fuel mixture
meet in the correct ratio to support combustion, a flame will result. The flame
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will be supported if fuel and oxygen are present within the ratio needed for the
materials to burn.

6.3.12 Small flames such as those associated with a candle are called laminar
flames where a high temperature zone (800 -1400°C) can be maintained
around the gaseous fuel source [2]. This allows the almost complete
combustion of particles of carbon (soot) to occur, which are by-products of
pyrolysis. The combustion of particles of soot formed during pyrolysis causes
the colour seen in candle flames, figure 4.

-1400°C
SURPLUS OXYGEN, SOOT

PARTICLES BURN MORE
QUICKLY LUMINOUS ZONE -1200°C

SOOT PARTICLES INCREASE AND
pARTIAus COMBUST

DARK ZONE 800-1000°C
PYROLYSIS OCCURS, SOOT
FORMED

NON LUMINOUS ZONE '600°C,
INSUFFICIENT OXYGEN FOR

FUEL 10 BURN

BLUE EMISSION ZONE - 800°C,

SURPLUS OXYGEN. CLEAN FLAME

PARAFFIN WAX MELTS

Figure 4: General regions of a laminar flame
(source: adapted from creative commons)

6.3.13 If the flame becomes larger or disturbed, then soot particles can escape
unburnt from the high temperature zone around the flame. These unburnt
soot particles form a large part of the smoke observed during flaming
combustion. These larger and more ragged flames are known as turbulent
flames [2].

6.4 How fires develop — heat transfer.

6.4.1 Heat is a form of energy caused by the movement of chemical molecules
within a material. Heat energy will move from a hotter to a colder material.
The warmth or coldness of a material is expressed as a temperature.

6.4.2 Thermal or heat capacity is a measure of the amount of energy needed to
increase or decrease the temperature of a unit mass of material by a fixed
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amount (usually 10 Kelvin). Thermal/heat capacity is expressed in Joules per
kilogram degrees Kelvin.

6.4.3 The heat release rate is the amount of heat energy produced by a material
every second once it is on fire. Heat release rate is measured in Watts which
are expressed as Calories, British Thermal Units or Joules per second.

6.4.4 The heat flux is the rate at which heat energy flows onto a surface and is
measured in watts per metre squared.

6.4.5 Fire development is dependent on the transfer of heat from one material to
the next. Heat is transferred in three fundamental ways:

(a) Conduction - the transfer of heat energy between adjacent chemical
molecules and electrons in a material. Materials can be good thermal
conductors (e.g. copper and other metals) or poor thermal conductors
(e.g. wood). Poor thermal conductors such as polymer foam are often
used as insulators because they do not allow heat energy to transfer
easily.

(b) Convection - the transfer of heat through the movement of a heated
liquid or gas. As liquids and gases heat up, they become less dense,
expand, increase their buoyancy and rise upwards. Cooler liquids and
gases are heavier and displace the heated liquids and gases. This
means that in a developing fire, the hot gaseous materials and
combustion products will rise, and cooler air will flow to replace them
lower in the flame. This is a process called entrainment which provides
oxygen to maintain the combustion process. Convective heat transfer
can play a significant role in the early stages of fire development.

(c) Radiation - the transfer of heat energy in the form of electromagnetic
radiation. An example of radiative heat transfer is the heat felt from the
sun. All materials, which have a temperature above absolute zero,
emit and absorb radiant heat. The material will heat up as it absorbs
more heat from nearby emitting materials. Radiative heat transfer
plays an important part in the later stages of fire development.

6.4.6 Fires can also spread by direct contact with a flame which is called direct
flame impingement. This is where an established flame comes into direct
contact with new fuel sources and provides the heat source for pyrolysis and
the ignition of pyrolysis products to occur.

6.4.7 As a flaming fire bums, it creates a rising plume of hot gaseous materials.
Buoyant hot gases in the fire plume can rise quickly and to considerable
heights above the flame. When these gases meet a horizontal surface such
as a ceiling, they spread out along that surface in what are called 'ceiling jets'.
These resultant ceiling jets act as a source of radiant heat transfer back into
the compartment, figure 5.
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flame

Figure 5: Buoyant hot gases and ceiling jets.

6.4.8 As a result, fire tends to spread faster in an upwards direction and more
slowly in a horizontal outward direction. As the fire grows in size and heat
output, more fuel can become involved and the spread of fire can become
faster as long as the oxygen supply is maintained. Fire can also spread
downwards but this tends to be at a much slower rate.

6.5 Stages of fire development in a room

6.5.1 Fires develop within a compartment in a well-defined series of stages once
flaming combustion has been established. The length of time for each stage
depends on the specific circumstances of the fire, the compartment where the
fire is burning, the items of fuel (called fuel packages) and the oxygen sources
which are present. The requirements for each item of fuel to begin to burn are
the same. Heat energy of sufficient magnitude must be present in the
environment of the fuel for a long enough period to cause thermal
decomposition and pyrolysis. The pyrolysis products must mix with enough
oxygen to support flaming combustion and the fuel:oxygen mixture must be
ignited. The speed at which this process happens is dependent on the fuel,
the presence of oxygen, the heat energy present, the position of the fuel in the
compartment, the dimensions and characteristics of the compartment as well
as many other factors such as humidity, the nature of the fuel, the moisture
content of the fuel etc. As a result, fires in compartments, once ignited, can
develop across a wide range of time scales.

6.5.2 Once combustion of the first fuel item begins, the fire plume increases in
height and begins to affect combustible materials nearby through conductive,
convective and radiation heat transfer. This causes these materials to
decompose thermally, produce pyrolysis products, mix with available oxygen
and ignite, figure 6.
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Figure 6: Combustion of initial fuel package generates fire plume and buoyant hot gases
which spread upwards as well as conductive heat transfer to nearby combustible materials.

6.5.3 Direct flame impingement onto materials may also occur. In the early stages
of fire development, conductive and convective heat transfer generally
predominate.

6.5.4 Once materials are combusting, they generate buoyant hot gases in the fire
plume which begin to spread out at ceiling level and radiate heat back into the
entire compartment. This radiant heat will begin to act upon all combustible
materials within the compartment. This raises the temperature of combustible
materials, removed by distance from the original area of origin of the fire, so
that pyrolysis also begins in these materials, figure 7.

•

tat4 Radiant heat

Figure 7: Combustion of nearby fuel packages ncreases the heat energy within the developing
gas layer and radiative heat transfer begins to dominate. This transfers heat to combustible

materials away from the initial area of origin.

6.5.5 There may come a point where all the exposed combustible material surfaces
within the compartment will be producing enough gaseous pyrolysis products
that they will ignite. This ignition event is called 'flashover' and can be thought
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of as a room fully involved in fire. A fire in a room during the flashover stage is
generally observed from the floor to the ceiling, figures 8 and 9.

Air flow into
compartment

Figure 8: Flashover where the fire is burning from floor to ceiling and involves all exposed
combustible materials.

Heat
release
rate
(kW)

Growth
Post-flashover
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second fuel

\'..„.

Time

Figure 9: A generalised depiction of the stages of fire development over time.

6.5.6 At flashover, the fire becomes controlled by available oxygen (ventilation-
controlled fire) as the combustible materials must have oxygen to continue to
burn. If the compartment is sealed, then the fire may extinguish quickly
(although an input of oxygen such as opening a door or window can lead to
re-ignition). Pre-flashover fires are sometimes called fuel-controlled fires as
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their development to flashover requires sufficient fuel in the compartment to
be able to be ignited.

6.5.7 The fire will continue to burn until it has exhausted all the available oxygen
supply, until all the available fuel packages have been consumed or until it is
extinguished.

6.5.8 The location of large fuel items in a compartment can influence the speed of
the early stages of fire growth up to and including flashover. If a fuel package
is confined against a wall or in a corner, the flame will extend in height to
ensure sufficient oxygen supply for combustion. If flames extend up into the
hot gas layer in the ceiling, then flashover can occur faster, figure 10.

Figure 10: Depicting the same fuel package (a sofa cushion) in (a) an open
space; (b) against a wall; (c) against a corner. This demonstrates the degree of
flame extension that can occur with the same fuel package but in different

positions within a compartment.
(Images courtesy of J Novak, Novak Investigations and St Paul Fire Dept, USA.)

6.5.9 Any reduction in the heat transfer capability of the ceiling gas layer (for
example if some of the hot gases exit (vent) through an open window) will
potentially slow down the time to flashover or may prevent flashover entirely.
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6.6 Physical evidence remaining after a fire.

6.6.1 The way a fire develops, what fuel packages become involved, the location of
fuel packages at the time of the fire, how the smoke and combustion products
move within compartments, whether doors and windows are open or shut and
many other factors within a fire scene can be hypothesised based on physical
evidence that survives the fire and remains at the scene after the fire has
been extinguished.

6.6.2 'Fire patterns' is a generic term which describes many different types of
physical evidence remaining at the fire scene and which may have formed
because of the effects of smoke, heat, flames and hot gases on the materials
remaining. Fire patterns include surface deposits (for example of soot),
surface thermal effects (for example discolouration and melting), charring of
surfaces and charring that has penetrated materials or areas where materials
have been consumed by the fire completely.

6.6.3 Fire patterns can indicate to fire investigators the intensity and duration of a
fire as well as provide physical evidence as to the possible movement and
spread of the fire.

6.6.4 Fire patterns do not always survive in a post flashover fire and so
investigating such fire scenes can be very challenging.

6.6.5 There are many different types of fire patterns but some generalisations can
be made and the patterns must be viewed in the overall context of the fire
scene, [1], [3]. There are some overarching principles which can assist the
understanding of how fire patterns occur and some examples are presented
below. This list is not exhaustive:

(1) Hot gases and smoke (containing partially combusted materials) will
generally rise within a room (compartment) and will condense onto walls
and surfaces leaving a deposition of soot. This can form specific patterns
which can indicate an area where fuels may have burned. Common
patterns include those known as 'v' shaped patterns, which are often used
to indicate a specific area of burning. The soot condensed onto surfaces
can also be burned back off to create areas of 'clean burn'.

(2) Low level burning and /or charring (for example on floors or skirting
boards) can indicate an area where a fire burned lower than elsewhere
and can be pointers (indicators) to a potential area of origin of a fire.

(3) Discoloration, corrosion or melting of metal surfaces, melting and
deformation of glass, metal or plastic materials may all provide valuable
data related to the determination of the area of origin and the spread of the
fire bearing in mind that the circumstances of every fire is different.
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7. Part 2: Fire Scene Investigation.

7.1 Objectives of fire scene investigation

7.1.1 The objectives in investigating fires are to (1) identify the area of origin of the
fire and (2) identify the cause of the fire. Some fire investigations will also
involve determining the spread of the fire.

7.1.2 It is generally accepted within the fire investigation community that the
determination of the origin of the fire involves the interpretation of:

(a) Fire patterns through reviewing the physical evidence within the fire
scene.

(b) Electrical surveys including arc fault circuit analysis (the examination
of physical damage to electrical items because of heat and direct fire
attack).

(c) Fire dynamics (the understanding of how fires start, spread and
develop within a fire scene).

7.1.3 Fire scene investigation also involves a process of gathering information
relating to the circumstances leading up to the fire event and of the fire itself.
This may be from a wide range of sources including (in no particular order)
but not limited to:

(a) Witness interviews and statements.

(b) Statements from fire fighters.

(c) CCTV, video footage and photographic evidence from witnesses.

(d) Fire and other alarm systems.

7.1.4 Fire scene investigators may also make use of other information that is
available to them which can include, but is not limited to:

(a) Scientific literature relating to fire science and fire engineering.

(b) Text books and reference materials.

(c) Results of laboratory and field tests, experiments and
demonstrations that fairly represent conditions known for a specific
incident.

(d) Information and specifications for electrical appliances including
product recall notices.

(e) Anecdotal information relating to their own or other fire investigators'
education, training, skill and experience.
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7.1.5 Fire scene investigation is primarily a subjective process where the
investigators use their experience, knowledge and understanding to interpret
physical evidence (such as fire patterns and electrical damage to conductors
and equipment) remaining at the fire scene in the context of other information
presented to them. Therefore, it is quite normal for a range of views to be
expressed by fire investigators as to the area of origin of a fire, specific cause
of a fire and how a fire may spread within a given scene.

7.1.6 Fundamentally, the fire investigation process creates an evidence-based
narrative to interpret and explain, if it is possible to do so, the origin and cause
of a fire.

7.2 Undertaking a fire scene investigation

7.2.1 In April 2017 a Code of Practice for Investigators of Fires and Explosions for
the Criminal Justice Systems in the UK [3] came into effect endorsed by the
Chief Fire Officers Association (CFOA), the Institute of Fire Engineers (IFE)
and the United Kingdom Association of Fire Investigators (UKAFI).
Compliance with the requirements of the Code of Practice were emphasised
by CFOA in March 2017 [4]. Expert practitioners are required to comply with
discipline specific Codes of Practice as specified in amendment no 4 of the
Criminal Practice Directions 2015 which came into force on 3' April 2017 [5].

7.2.2 The Code of Practice for Investigators of Fires and Explosions for the Criminal
Justice Systems in the UK [3] provides details of the processes and practices
which should be followed during a competent fire scene investigation. While
there will always be circumstances where strategic decisions need to be
made which may require a deviation from the Code of Practice, such
deviations should be justified and documented.

7.2.3 Fire scene investigation should follow a careful, planned and considered
approach.

7.2.4 The investigation should be undertaken methodically and in a systematic way.

7.2.5 Ideally, the fire scene investigation should begin as soon as is practically
possible after the fire has been put out and the premises are safe.

7.2.6 Prior to the investigation, the fire scene should be disturbed as little as
possible to provide the fire scene investigators with the best opportunity to
observe physical evidence and fire patterns in situ.

7.2.7 The removal of items from the scene or the disruption or movement of items
within the fire scene should be kept to a minimum until the scene has been
fully documented and recorded by the fire investigators.

7.2.8 Fire investigators should record the scene using photographs, diagrams,
sketches and in notes taken at the time of their examination or very soon
afterwards (contemporaneous notes). This documentation should include
photographic and written logs of items recovered from the scene.
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7.2.9 All of the actions and activities of the fire scene investigators should be
recorded as should their observations of fire patterns and other physical
evidence present. This physical evidence is used to determine, if it is possible
to do so, the area of origin of the fire and the cause of a fire.

7.2.10 In some fire scene investigations, portions of the scene may be gridded off so
that they can be examined systematically. Such a process should be
recorded and documented fully.

7.2.11 In some cases, where the use of ignitable liquids (for example petrol) are
suspected in efforts to accelerate a fire, samples may be recovered from the
fire scene and analysed in a laboratory for the presence of chemicals which
would indicate the presence of the ignitable liquid. Hydrocarbon detection
dogs, trained to detect the presence of ignitable liquids and their residues,
may also be used during the fire scene investigation.

7.2.12 During a fire scene investigation, fire investigators will most often need to
remove items of debris. This must be undertaken in a careful and systematic
fashion, recording all activities and observations. Valuable physical evidence
can be lost or destroyed if the process is not undertaken carefully and
systematically.

7.2.13 Once a room or area has been cleared of fire debris it is often valuable to
relocate some items back into the positions they held at the time of the fire. In
many cases this can be done quite successfully using the fire patterns within
the scene as a guide.

7.2.14 By reviewing witness statements and other evidence (for example CCTV
footage) as well as fire patterns and physical evidence including, if
appropriate, the relocation of items into their original positions at the fire
scene, it may be possible to identify the area of origin of the fire.

7.2.15 Determining the specific cause of a fire can require significant laboratory
testing and destructive testing of items recovered from the fire scene as well
as testing of exemplar products and equipment.

7.2.16 In determining the cause of a fire the specific conditions required for
combustion must be met, and this must be supported by the physical
evidence recovered from the scene. These conditions are:

(a) A source of localised heat is present for sufficient duration in the
environment of combustible materials to cause pyrolysis to occur,

(b) The evolved gaseous products can mix with sufficient oxygen to initiate
either smouldering combustion or flaming combustion given an
appropriate ignition source.

7.2.17 It is possible, given the destructive nature of a fire, that the area of origin and
specific cause of the fire may not be determined.
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8. Part 3: The facts and circumstances relating to the origin and
cause of the fire at Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017.

8.1 Introductory remarks

8.1.1 This part of the report is informed by the documentation provided (some of
which remains in a preliminary format and/or needs to be verified) by the
Grenfell Tower Fire Public Inquiry team and presented as evidence in the
Phase 1 of the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry. A list of the materials referred to
is presented in Appendix 1 to this report and is referenced through this section
using the prefix [A].

8.1.2 The review of the circumstances leading to the fire and the timelines and
activities of those involved are based exclusively upon the information
provided in the Inquiry documentation.

8.1.3 All photographs used to illustrate this part of the report have been made
available through the Grenfell Tower Fire Public Inquiry team.

8.2 Discovery of the fire and initial contact with London Fire Brigade

8.2.1 At 00:54:29 on the 14th June 2017 [Al] a call was received by CRO Pamela
Jones at Stratford Fall back Control [A2].

8.2.2 This call was made by Mr Behailu KEBEDE as detailed in the record of
interview dated 14/06/2017 [A3].

"I took .... phone, I just ran out, '99'! call straight away, 'Please, fire,
fire, fire, fire, fire"

8.2.3 The transcript of the phone call [A4] confirms that Mr Behailu KEBEDE
indicated that there was a fire in flat 16, Grenfell Tower when he says

and
"fire in flat 16, Grenfell Tower"

"the fridge, flat 16 Grenfell Tower".

This call is listed on the incident log schedule [A5] as being received at
00:54:23 and lasted for 1 minute and 40 seconds.

8.2.4 Mr Behailu KEBEDE states in his witness statement [A6] that he was
wakened at around 00:55 by the sound of a smoke alarm which he believed
was in the kitchen of his flat (flat 16 on the fourth floor of Grenfell Tower). He
went into the kitchen and saw smoke in the area of the fridge/freezer and the
kitchen window. He woke the other occupants of the flat and phoned the fire
brigade using his mobile phone and alerted the other residents living in the
various flats on floor 4 of Grenfell Tower. Mr Behailu KEBEDE describes in
his statement to the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry [A7] that;
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"I saw smoke. It seemed to be coming from behind my Hotpoint fridge
freezer. The smoke was approximately two thirds of the height of the
fridge freezer and had reached about where the cooker was" [A7].

8.2.5 The colour of the smoke at this point is described as 'light' in Mr Behailu
KEBEDE's witness statement [A6] but 'dark', light dark' or 'light' in the record
of interview dated 14/06/2017 [A3]. Mr Behailu KEBEDE further describes
and clarifies the colour of the smoke in his statement to the Grenfell Tower
Public Inquiry [A7] where he states;

"The smoke that I saw in my kitchen was light and white in colour. I am
aware that in my first and second police interviews I described the
smoke as both "light" and "dark". It is important to remember that I had
just had the most frightening experience of my life and was in shock. I
also did not have an interpreter during these two interviews and I
clearly needed one. When I said "dark", I did not mean dark in colour. I
meant thick" [A7].

Some caution should be used in any inference placed on the colour of the
smoke and observations regarding colour of smoke should be treated
cautiously as the colour can vary quickly as a fire develops.

8.2.6 Mr Behailu KEBEDE also stated that he switched off the electricity supply to
flat 16 at the fuse box as he exited the flat;

"And, I go straight away, I switch off the, by the, the door is open,
maybe think I switch off the, er, the electric" [A3].

"I turned off the electricity supply at the fire box [fuse box] by the front
door" [A6].

"I switched off the main red electricity switch in the hallway of my flat
because I thought the problem might have been electrical" [A7].

8.3 The general layout of flat 16, Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017

8.3.1 Flat 16 Grenfell Tower was located on the fourth floor of the tower in the north
east corner of the building. At the time of the fire, flat 16 was occupied by
three people, Mr Behailu KEBEDE, Ms Almaz KINFU and Ms Elsa
AFEWORKI [A3], [A7].

8.3.2 A plan of flat 16, Grenfell Tower is presented in figure 11. This illustrates the
position of flat 16 relative to the other flats on floor 4.
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Figure 11: A plan of floor four of Grenfell Tower. Flat 16 is highlighted in red. Adapted from
[A8] Studio E Architects Limited.

8.3.3 Flat 16 was a two-bedroom apartment with a living room and galley style
kitchen. Figure 12 presents a representation of the interior layout of the
property. Mr Behailu KEBEDE said in his witness statement [A6] that he slept
i n the living room while. Ms Almaz KINFU occupied bedroom 1 and Ms Elsa
AFEWORKI occupied bedroom 2.

Storage
cupboard

Front entrance

Kitchen

window

Figure 12: The internal layout of flat 16. Adapted from [A8] Studio E Architects Limited.
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8.4 The general layout of the kitchen of flat 16, Grenfell Tower on the 14th
June 2017

8.4.1 Figure 13 is a representation of the likely layout of the kitchen indicating the
position of major electrical appliances based on the information provided in
the witness statements of Mr Behailu KEBEDE [A6], [A7]. Photographic
evidence presented in figure 14 [A9] provided as part of the documentation of
the fire scene by the fire investigators also provides information relating to the
positioning of items within the kitchen.

Approximate

position of
extractor fan

Kitchen

window

Possible Tall fridge

mop and freezer
bucket

_

E • W

Assumed position

of the old freezer
and small fridge

00
Sink

Cooker Washing Microwave
machine

Sliding doors

Into the living room

Door into the kitchen

from the hallway

Figure 13: Likely internal layout of the kitchen flat 16 Grenfell Tower. Adapted from
[A6], [A7], [A8] and [A9].
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Figure 14: Photograph of the area of the kitchen of flat 16 Grenfell Tower looking in from the
living room [A9].
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8.4.2 It is also possible that some items that were present in the kitchen at the time
of the fire are either not represented in figures 13 and 14 because they have
been consumed by the fire or that they are presented in different positions
because of firefighting or fire investigation activity. As such, figure 13 can only
be thought of as representing the likely layout of the kitchen in flat 16 at or
around the time of the fire.

8.4.3 An old (broken) freezer unit and a smaller fridge were located in the
environment of the kitchen window and were also mentioned by Mr Behailu
KEBEDE [A6] in his witness statement and his statement to the Grenfell
Tower Public Inquiry [A7] where he said that:

"smaller fridge was stored on top of an old freezer in the corner
opposite by the window" [A6].

"The broken freezer was just a few inches from the kitchen window"
[A7].

..." The small fridge was Elsa's. It was smaller than the broken freezer.

...At the time of the fire, it was on top of the broken, small freezer" [A7].

The positioning of these two items is assumed in figure 13 based on the
information available from the occupiers of flat 16 [A6], [A7].

8.4.4 Both Mr Behailu KEBEDE and Ms Elsa AFEWORKI in their statements to the
Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry, [A7] and [A10] speak to the presence of a mop
and bucket being stored to left of the tall fridge freezer in the area between
the appliance and the window.

"Other than the mop and bucket, I do not remember anything else
being kept in the area between the Hotpoint fridge freezer and the
kitchen window" [A7].

"...there was a small gap between the fridge/freezer and the window
.... At the time of the fire it was a narrow space used to store a mop
and bucket and nothing else" [Al 0].

8.4.5 The configuration of the kitchen window in flat 16 Grenfell Tower was reported
as 'comparable to' those in other flats on the fourth floor of Grenfell Tower
[Al 1]. An exemplar kitchen window configuration from flat 13, Grenfell Tower

is presented in figure 15 and shows two window panes and a filler panel
which houses an electric extractor fan.
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Figure 15: Photograph of the area of the kitchen window of flat 13 Grenfell Tower [Al2].

8.5 First responders and their actions.

8.5.1 London Fire Brigade deployed four fire engines in their initial response to the
call received from Mr Behailu KEBEDE, [A2], [A3], [A4], [A6]. These
deployments were recorded and timings are listed within the data provided by
the London Fire Brigade labelled as 'data extracted from the information
management system on 05 September 2017' [A13]. The first four fire engines
were deployed from North Kensington (resource code G271 and G272
mobilised at 00:55:14 and are recorded as having arrived on site at Grenfell
Tower at 00:59:28 and 00:59:24 respectively), Kensington (resource code
G331 mobilised at 00:55:14 and arrived on site at Grenfell Tower at 01:08:33)
and Hammersmith (resource code G362 mobilised at 00:59:12. The time of
arrival is recorded as 01:08:27 [A13]).

8.5.2 Upon arrival at Grenfell Tower the fire crews were deployed to various tasks.
Those relevant to the investigation of the origin and cause of the fire relate
specifically to the observations and fire-fighting activities of two fire fighters,
Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE and Fire Fighter Daniel BROWN, who
were the first team to enter flat 16, Grenfell Tower [A13],[A14]. These two fire
fighters were assigned to one of the fire engines from North Kensington
(resource code G271) which was recorded as having arrived at Grenfell
Tower at 00:59:28 [A13].

8.5.3 Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE and Fire Fighter Daniel BROWN
proceeded to the 41h floor of Grenfell Tower and set up their equipment ready
to make entry to flat 16 Grenfell Tower [A15], [A16], [A17], [A18]. They carried
a thermal imaging camera (TIC) with them. A TIC forms images using
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infrared radiation which allows the temperature of surfaces to be captured and
imaged.

8.5.4 The Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry legal team have researched the various
sources relating to timing of video footage provided to the Public Inquiry and
produced a summary of timing information [A19] which is accurate as far as
the available information has allowed. The correction in the timing for the TIC
videos taken by Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE and Fire Fighter Daniel
BROWN is +56 minutes and 42 seconds and I have used this correction
throughout my examination of this TIC video footage.

8.5.5 The images captured by the TIC used by Crew Manager Charles
BATTERBEE and Fire Fighter Daniel BROWN [A20], [A21], [A22], [A23]
provide evidence regarding the positioning, extent and intensity of the fire as
they encountered it. The images also identify the location of some of the
items within the kitchen at the time of their entry into the Kitchen.

8.5.6 Fire Fighter Daniel BROWN broke in the door of flat 16 at approximately
01:07:23 [A13], [A20]. He describes that "black smoke billowed out' [A17]
once the door was opened. A TIC image of the closed door to flat 16 is visible
in figure 16 and this was taken just prior to entry.

11
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Figure 16: Image showing the closed front door of flat 16 just prior to entry by the fire fighters.
The corrected time is 01:07:23 [A20].

8.5.7 Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE entered flat 16 first with the fire hose
and Fire Fighter Daniel BROWN followed behind him with the TIC [A15],
[A16], [A17], [A18].

8.5.8 Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE described in his contemporaneous
notes [A15] and witness statement [A18] how he and Fire Fighter Daniel
BROWN initially searched the bedroom (bedroom 1) directly opposite the front
door of flat 16. They left that room and changed positions so that Fire Fighter
Daniel BROWN was in front with the fire hose and Crew Manager Charles
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BATTERBEE was following with the TIC [A18]. They moved to the right down
the hallway checking the other rooms (bedroom 2, the bathroom and toilet) as
they progressed to the end of the hallway. Figure 17 represents the probable
progress of Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE and Fire Fighter Daniel
BROWN based on their contemporaneous notes and witness statements
[A15]. [A16], [A17], [A18].

Storage
cupboard

Crew manager James BATTERBEE 0

Fire fighter Daniel BROWN 0

Bedroom 1

00

* Approximate points where fire fighters changed positions

Bedroom 2 I Living room

Hal waN 4)4)--.

1 
Front entrance

Sliding doors

Kitchen
Kitchen
window

Figure 17: Diagram representing the most likely movement of the first two fire fighters to enter
flat 16, Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2018 [A8], [A151, [A16], [A17],[A18].

8.5.9 At the end of the hallway the fire fighters describe that there was a door to
their left and one to their right [A15]. The TIC image (figure 18) taken down
the hallway shows both doors. The door to the left leads to the living room
and the door to the right leads to the kitchen.

z Door leading to
the living room

00:15:59 GMT

Wed Jun 14. 2017

111111111•

Door leading to
the kitchen -I
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1 7 0-1
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31c
Figure 18: Image showing both boors at the end of the corridor in flat 16. The door to the left

leads to the living room and the door to the right leads to the kitchen. The corrected
time is 01:12:41 [A21].
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8.5.10 Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE states in his contemporaneous notes
that they opened the door to their left which led to the living room and noted
that there was ̀no sign of fire' [A15].

8.5.11 Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE opened the door to the right leading into
the kitchen at approximately 01:14.16 [A13], [A21]. He described the
temperature change to be 'significant' [A15].

8.5.12 Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE described opening the door into the
kitchen 'more than 3 times' in his contemporaneous notes [A15]. He
describes seeing a fire at the top left corner of the room as he looked in
through the kitchen door [A18] and that their fire-fighting activities did not
appear to have much effect on the fire at this point. Fire Fighter Daniel
BROWN corroborates this in his notes [A16] and witness statement [A17].

8.5.13 Fire Fighter Daniel BROWN described two door opening events [A16], [A17]
and when looking in through the door of the kitchen, described the fire as an

"isolated curtain of flame from about 2-3 feet in the air to the ceiling"
[A16].

8.5.14 The TIC used by Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE and Fire Fighter
Daniel BROWN [A20], [A21], [A22], [A23] recorded at least four kitchen door
opening events at approximately 01:14:16, 01:14:31, 01:15:34 and 01:18.58
prior to their entry to the kitchen at approximately 01:20:48. The fire fighters
swapped positions during this time, most likely between approximately
01:14:31 and 01:15:34. The fire fighters finally entered the kitchen with Crew
Manager Charles BATTERBEE holding the hose and fire fighter David
BROWN behind him with the TIC.

8.5.15 Screen shot images taken from the TIC videos [A20], [A21], [A22], [A23] are
presented in figure 19. The yellow glow in the images are indications of areas
of heat and possibly where flames may be present within the kitchen. In
images labelled (a), (b) and (c) the view is taken from the kitchen door looking
towards the kitchen and the southeast area of the kitchen. These images
provide only a suggestion of the positioning of the various items present in the
southeast area of the Kitchen.
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(a) First opening of the kitchen door by the fire fighters - corrected time is 01:14.16

Possibl
large
windo

00:17:50
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Tall fridge
freezer
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machine

200

1 70

Pit

(b) Second opening of the kitchen door by the fire fighters - corrected time is 01:14.32

(c) Third opening of the kitchen door by the fire fighters - corrected time is 01:15.33

Figure 19: Image of the fire when the kitchen door was opened the camera is pointing across
the room towards the kitchen window. Part of the door is present on the right-hand
side of images (a) and (c). The yellow glow indicates higher temperature and is
present at the end of the kitchen which contains the window. The camera is looking
upwards to the ceiling space above the tall fridge freezer. The red dotted lines
represent the approximate outlines of the various objects within the kitchen.
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Figure 20: Entry to the kitchen by the fire fighters. The corrected time is 01:20:48 [A23].

8.5.16 The images captured by the TIC suggest that the hot fire gases and flames
had spread across the window space by the time the fire fighters had opened
the kitchen door for the first time, figure 19(a).

The thermal images in figure 19(a) appear to show the tall fridge freezer unit
and the washing machine (corrected time is 01:14:16). The positions relative
to each other are likely distorted because of the angle of the image.

Figure 19(b) was taken after the kitchen door was opened for the second time
and the appliances are more prominent.

In the thermal image presented in figure 19(c) the tall fridge freezer is present
towards the bottom of the image (corrected time is 01:15:33). The camera
appears to be pointing at the ceiling space above the tall fridge freezer and
towards the southeast corner of the kitchen where increased temperatures
are indicated in this location and to the immediate left-hand side where the
window is located.

8.5.17 The TIC used by Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE and Fire Fighter
Daniel BROWN also recorded what appears to be material falling outside the
window. Screen shot images taken from the TIC [A23] are presented in
figures 21(a) to (e). These images are taken close to the kitchen window
showing the top left of the window frame and part of the ceiling of the kitchen.

The images also appear to show that the fire may have breached through the
sliding doors between the kitchen and living room on the top left-hand side of
the images.
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Figure 21: images taken by the thermal
imaging camera looking out of the
kitchen window of flat 16 showing what
appears to be material falling outside
of the window. The top left corner of
the window looking outwards is
highlight in red in each image and the
area in yellow on the top left of (a) - (d)
and in the middle of (e) appears to
indicate elevated temperature or
flames in the area of the sliding doors
between the kitchen and living room
[A23].

8.5.18 Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE [A24] and Fire Fighter Daniel BROWN
[A25] in their evidence to the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry described their
progress through flat 16 which corroborates the progress suggested in figure
17. Both Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE and Fire Fighter Daniel
BROWN confirmed the timings of the first three kitchen door opening events
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as approximately 01:14.16, 01:14.32 and 01:15.33. They agreed that the time
when they finally fully entered the kitchen was approximately 01:20:48. There
was some inconsistency in their accounts of activities immediately prior to
entry into the kitchen of flat 16, including when the door into the living room
opposite the kitchen door was opened and the total number of times the
kitchen door was opened [A24], [A25].

8.5.19 Fire fighters John O'HANLON and Nicholas BARTON were the second crew
to enter flat 16 [A26], [A27]. They entered shortly after the first crew and
carried out a thorough search of the bedrooms, bathroom and living room.
They took over the firefighting activities in the kitchen. Fire Fighter
O'HANLON states that he observed;

and

"on the right hand-side the cupboards were smoke damaged but not
fire damaged. The fridge was on the right, quite close to the window.
You wouldn't recognise it as a fridge, just a charred rectangle with a bit
of melted stuff at the bottom that was still alight. The flame was around
30 cm high" [A26].

"The window had gone by then, broken... That's when we noticed the
window had completely gone. Even the frame wasn't there and we
noticed that it was on fire, that the window surround was on fire."

"We walked over to the window and started spraying the window
frame. It didn't have any effect on it at which point I sat on the window
sill and was leaning out and trying to hit what I thought was the window
surround" [A26].

8.5.20 Fire Fighter Nicholas BARTON stated [A27] that;

"The condition of flat 16 from what I remember as we left it, it was
smoke damaged throughout the flat, but only appeared to be fire
damage in the kitchen where the flames had been" [A27].

8.5.21 Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE [A24] said in his evidence to the
Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry that;

and

"...it looked to me as though I'd put out a fridge and some kitchen
furniture and, you know, just what you'd expect to see in a kitchen"
[A24].

"...and I remember the room wasn't 100 per cent damaged. It was, you
know, just in that corner. There were burn patterns -- I remember burn
patterns sort of above on the ceiling but, you know, we'd put that
compartment out. And then I noticed outside the window up to the
right-hand side -- like, flame. Something was alight "[A24].
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8.5.22 Fire Fighter Daniel BROWN [A25] said in his evidence to the Grenfell Tower
Public Inquiry that;

"I specifically remember was the kettle. I started looking, and I was
thinking: right, okay, nothing has begun pyrolisation here. There's no
heat damage" ... "I think, from memory, as the smoke cleared more
and more, I began to look more towards the fridge, and it looked
blackened. It looked like, okay -- and it felt as if it was in the location
where I initially hit it on the first attack" [A25].

8.5.23 Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE [A24] and Fire Fighter Daniel BROWN
[A25] also both said in their evidence to the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry that;

"...just in front of the window, there was something like a kitchen
counter or board across there which he climbed up onto, which
obviously you cannot see now, but it was there." ... "It seemed to be a
worktop, a standard kitchen worktop, which was essentially in front of
the window" [A24].

and when questioned by Mr MILLETT, counsel to the Public Inquiry, Fire
Fighter Daniel BROWN said;

Mr MILLETT - "But in terms of the objects in the kitchen, looking at
those objects, do you think that there's anything there that would be the
remains of something you say you knelt on?"

Fire Fighter Daniel BROWN - "Absolutely, yes. It would be that smaller
fridge in the foreground in the middle"... "That was against the wall,
right below the window" [A25].

8.5.24 The TIC [A23] used by the fire fighters revealed some of the items in the
kitchen at this point and confirmed that the appliances which were positioned
away from the southeast end of the kitchen, which included the electric cooker
and washing machine, were not involved in the early fire development, figure
22.

The TIC also illustrates that there were some items positioned between the
window and the tall fridge freezer and that these items have a defined
structure and shape. Both Mr Behailu KEBEDE and Ms Elsa AFEWORKI in
their statements to the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry, [A7] and [A10] speak to
the presence of a mop and bucket being stored in this space.

The top door of the tall fridge freezer appears to be missing and the door to
the bottom compartment is open. There are some areas of elevated
temperature or possible flame visible within both the upper and lower
compartments of the tall fridge freezer.
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Figure 22: Thermal image of the tall fridge freezer unit and cooker once the fire in flat 16 was
extinguished [A23]. The corrected time is 01:21:32.

8.5.25 An estimated time line for firefighting activities within flat 16 based on the TIC
videos [A20], [A21], [A22], [A23] can be developed. In total, the time between
the first opening of the door of flat 16 at approximately 01:07:23 and the final
entry event into the kitchen at approximately 01:20:48 which resulted in
extinguishing the fire within the kitchen was estimated to be 13 minutes 25
seconds.

8.5.26 Videos recovered from Mr Behailu KEBEDE's mobile phone captured the
early stages of the fire from outside Grenfell Tower [A28], [A29], [A30].
Screen shots taken from these videos are presented in figure 23. The data
contained in the file names for the videos suggested a time when the videos
were taken. The summary of timing information [A19] from the Grenfell Tower
Public Inquiry suggested that 4 seconds should be added to the time of the
videos recovered from Mr Behailu KEBEDE's mobile phone and this corrected
time has been used in the relevant sections of my report.
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01:05:43

Figure 23: Screen shot taken from the video recovered from Mr KEBEDE's mobile phone [A28]
at time stamp 01:05:43. (The window of the compartment below flat 16 has a different

configuration with 4 window panes rather than 2).

8.5.27 Figure 23 (a) and (b) present views of the fire in its early stages of
development. These images were taken approximately 11 minutes after Mr
Behailu KEBEDE alerted the fire service to the fire in flat 16 [Al]. Figure 23
(a) appears to show a thin vertical line of flame (arrow) outlining a tall object
on the South side of the kitchen near to the window. This could be the
window frame mullion (the vertical part of the frame separating the small and
large windows) or it could be the side of the tall fridge freezer unit. Figure 23
(b) appears to indicate some flames reaching across the window to the North
(living room) side of the kitchen, (indicated by the arrow). These images,
captured in the early stages of the fire provide photographic evidence that the
fire was located towards the South side of the kitchen.

8.5.28 Mr Behailu KEBEDE moved his position and took a number of videos from a
different angle and selected screen shots of these are presented in figure 24
[A28] and 25 [A29].

8.5.29 The photographs in figures 24 [A28] and 25 [A29] appear to indicate that the
fire was burning around the area of the window infill panel and mounting of
the extractor fan between approximately 0.1:06:01 and 01:06:05. This is
mostly clearly seen in figure 24 (c) where the circular outline presumably of
the extractor fan, can be seen.
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01:06:01

Figure 24: Screen shots taken from the video recovered from Mr KEBEDE's mobile phone
[A28] at time stamp 01:06:01 to 01:06:05 the first three photographs all have the same time

stamp as they are all captured between 01:06:01 and 01:06:02.

Figure 25: Screen shots taken from the video recovered from Mr KEBEDE's mobile phone
indicating the development of the fire with the arrows (e) indicating debris beginning to fall

from the kitchen window of flat 16 [A29].

8.5.30 The photographs in figure 25 [A29] reveal more smoke and larger flames than
those in figure 24, suggesting that the fire was continuing to develop and
grow. From approximately 01:08:10 the fire has begun to develop and spread
across the kitchen window of flat 16 from South to North (left to right as it is
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viewed in the photographs). By approximately 01:08:14 the flame appears to
be outside the window, indicated by the arrow in figure 24 (c) and by
approximately 01:08:18 falling burning material can be seen coming from the
window, indicated by the arrows in figure 14 (e).

Figure 26 shows that the fire has continued to grow and by approximately
01:09:31 material, indicated by the arrows in figure 26 (a), can be seen falling
steadily from the kitchen window of flat 16. The fire appears to be external to
the building at this time. By 01:09:36 it appears that flame, indicated by the
arrow in figure 26 (b) is extending further out of the window of flat 16 around
the general area of the in-fill panel and mounting of the extractor fan.

(b)

•
Figure 26: Screen shots taken from the video recovered from Mr KEBEDE's mobile phone

[A30].

8.5.31 The photographs in figure 27 (a) [A31] show external fire growth and burning
material consistently falling off the building. In figure 27 (b) the first external
fire hose stream can be seen indicated by the arrows in the photograph.
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Figure 27: Screen shots taken from the video recovered from Mr KEBEDE's mobile phone
[A31].

8.5.32 Using the corrected timings of the TIC, the fire fighters entered flat 16 at
approximately 01:07:23 and first opened the door of the kitchen at
approximately 01:14:16 entering the kitchen and extinguishing the fire within
the kitchen at approximately 01:20:48. By this time the fire had already exited
from the kitchen and ignited the external façade of the building. A time line of
the first 25 minutes of the activities relating to the fire is presented in figure 28.
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Figure 28: Schematic of the timeline of the first 25 minutes of the fire at Grenfell Tower on 14th
June 2017.
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8.6 Fire scene investigation

8.6.1 This section provides information on the initial activities of the various fire
investigators and is presented as a chronological narrative. It lays out the
points as they have been reported by the relevant investigators involved,
either within their reports or contemporaneous notes.

8.6.2 The section is illustrated by some of the photographs of flat 16 taken by the
fire investigators during their investigation. These are presented so that the
reader can gain a general view of the fire scene in flat 16 and some of these
will be discussed in more detail in section 8.7. Lists of all exhibits gathered by
the fire scene investigators are also included.

8.6.3 Following this in section 8.8, the area of origin of the fire and section and in
section 8.9, the cause of the fire is outlined and the evidence for the
conclusions reached is explored and discussed. Evidence relating to the
determination of the spread of the fire in flat 16 is discussed in section 8.10.

8.6.4 An investigation of the electrical appliances and wiring recovered from the
kitchen of flat 16 Grenfell Tower has also been undertaken by Dr. Duncan
GLOVER who is an electrical fire investigator appointed by the Grenfell Fire
Public Inquiry. His report and associated appendices [A32] details his
examinations, findings and conclusions which are summarised in section 8.8.

8.7 Fire scene investigation — chronology of the activities of the fire
investigators

8.7.1 The initial fire scene investigation was carried out by London Fire Brigade fire
investigators on the 141h June 2017.

8.7.2 Watch Manager Matthew LEAVER was mobilised to the scene at 01:25:04
[A13] on the 14th June 2017 and is recorded as arriving at Grenfell Tower at
01:57:07 attending under resource code 0K13 [A13],[A33].

8.7.3 Upon arrival, Watch Manager Matthew LEAVER began speaking with the first
fire fighters who entered the scene and spoke with both Crew Manager
Charles BATTERBEE and Fire Fighter Daniel BROWN and began gathering
information about their activities [A33].

8.7.4 Watch Manager David REED and Watch Manager Steve GIRLING were
mobilised to the scene at 01:54:04 [A34] on the 141h June 2017 and are
recorded as arriving at Grenfell Tower at 02:22:38 attending under resource
code 0K15 [A35].

8.7.5 At approximately 09:00 on the 14th June 2017 Watch Manager David REED,
Watch Manager Steve GIRLING and Watch Manager Matthew LEAVER all
entered Grenfell Tower and flat 16 to commence their fire investigation
activities [A33],[ A35].
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8.7.6 Watch Manager David REED, Watch Manager Steve GIRLING and Watch
Manager Matthew LEAVER began to document the scene by drawing
sketches, taking measurements and photographs. They state that at this
point they only completed a visual examination of flat 16 [A33],[A35] after
which they left the flat.

8.7.7 Figure 29 presents the layout of flat 16. A selection of photographs which
show flat 16 in these early stages of the fire investigation are presented in
figures 30 to 47 and the annotation of figure 29 presents the approximate
angle that each of these photographs were taken from, inferred from viewing
the photographs. The precise positioning of the camera for the photographs
is unknown. These photographs are discussed in more detail in section 8.8.

Front entrance

Figure 29: Guide to the approximate positioning of the direction of images in figures 30-47.
The individual labels within the circles in figure 29 refer to the specific photographs as listed

in the appendix to this report. Adapted from [A8].
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Figure 30: Looking towards the door
of flat 16 from the lobby of floor 4
[A36].

Figure 31: Looking into the hallway of
flat 16 from the front door towards
bedroom 1[A37].
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Figure 32: Bedroom 1 of flat 16 viewed from the hallway [A381.

Figure 33: Bedroom 2 of flat 16 viewed from the hallway where the living room is visible
through the wall space [A39].
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Figure 34: Bedroom 2 of flat 16 viewed from the hallway [A40].

Figure 35: Bathroom of flat 16 viewed from the hallway [A41].
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Figure 36: Toilet of flat 16 viewed from the hallway [A42].

Figure 37: View down the hall way looking towards the kitchen (on the right) of flat 16 [A43].
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Figure 38: Photograph of the area of the kitchen viewed from opposite the entrance doorway
from the hallway [A441.

Figure 39: Photograph of the area of the kitchen containing the sink unit along the south wall
[A45].
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Figure 40: Photograph of the area of the kitchen containing the sink unit, washing machine
and cooker along the south wall [A46].

Figure 41: Photograph of the area of the kitchen containing the tall fridge freezer unit and the
smaller fridge and old freezer units in front of the kitchen window which is to the left of the

photograph [A47]
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Figure 42: Photograph of the area of the kitchen containing the tall fridge freezer unit and its
proximity to the window [A48].

Figure 43: Photograph of the area of the kitchen containing the smaller fridge and old freezer
which were located near the window. The taller fridge freezer unit is on the right-hand side of

the photograph [A49].
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Figure 44: Photograph of the area of the kitchen looking south from the living room [A9].

Figure 45: Photograph of the area of the living room next to the kitchen [A50].
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Figure 46: Photograph of the area of the living room next to the kitchen [A51].

Figure 47: Photograph of the living room [A521.
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Figure 48: Photograph of the living room [A53].

8.7.8 Watch Manager Barry KENT was mobilised to the scene at 09:51:11 [A34] on
the 14th June 2017 and was recorded as arriving at Grenfell Tower at
10:41:36 attending under resource code 0K14 as recorded in Watch Manager
Matthew LEAVER's contemporaneous notes [A54].

8.7.9 Watch Manager Bryan SWADDLING was mobilised to the scene at 09:51:55
[A34] on the 14t 1 June 2017 and was recorded as arriving at Grenfell Tower at
10:41:47 attending under resource code 0K16 as recorded in Watch Manager
Matthew LEAVER's contemporaneous notes [A54].

8.7.10 Watch Manager Matthew LEAVER left the scene at 10:50 [A33] to attend the
police interview of Mr Behailu KEBEDE.

8.7.11 Watch Manager David REED re-entered flat 16 with Watch Manager Barry
KENT and Watch Manager Bryan SWADDLING. They were accompanied by
Station manager Jim FLIN and station manager Dave GREEN both of whom
were described as fire engineers [A33]. The time when they entered flat 16 is
uncertain and is not recorded in the contemporaneous notes provided [A55].
[A56]. [A57], [A58] but it was after 10:42 which was the time of arrival of
Watch Manager Barry KENT and Watch Manager Bryan SWADDLING [A34].
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8.7.12 It appears that when the fire investigators re-entered flat 16 they became
concerned about the water levels inside and outside the flat. In particular,
Watch Manager David REED noted that there was approximately four inches
of water in the hallway leading to the kitchen of flat 16. Watch Manager David
REED states that this water was removed from flat 16 using shovels by
'paddling the water out in stages until it flowed into the communal area' [A35].

It was acknowledged by Watch Manager Matthew LEAVER in his evidence to
the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry [A59] that he could not rule out the
possibility that some fire debris from the kitchen area of flat 16 could have
been lost as a result of this activity. Further activities of this group of fire
investigators within the scene is not known.

8.7.13 Mr Bruce JOLLIFFEE of Bureau Veritas was called to attend Grenfell Tower
at 12:15 on the 14th June 2017 [A11]. It is uncertain when he arrived at
Grenfell Tower or when he entered flat 16. According to the Bureau Veritas
fire and safety department report dated the 71h November 2017 [A11] in
attendance at the scene were Watch Manager Barry KENT, Watch Manager
Bryan SWADDLING and Watch Manager Dean WILKINSON.

8.7.14 According to Mr Bruce JOLLIFFEE, this group now began a fire scene
investigation as detailed in the Bureau Veritas fire and safety department
report dated the 7th November 2017 [All] and in the contemporaneous notes
of Watch Manager Barry KENT [A58].

8.7.15 The fire scene investigation at this point was focused primarily on the area of
the kitchen that contained the window and the tall fridge freezer.

8.7.16 The fire scene investigators gridded part of the kitchen floor so that samples
from this area could be recovered, figure 49 and figure 50. Gridding parts of a
scene means dividing up an area of interest into smaller labelled subsections
usually using tape or string, so that each subsection can be searched more
systematically and the material collected separately and methodically. Grids
are normally recorded both photographically and in contemporaneous notes.
In this case there are some photographs of the gridding process, but no
diagrams were recorded in the contemporaneous notes of the fire
investigators that have been provided for review. The debris within each
gridded section was noted to have been placed in separate evidence bags
[All].

8.7.17 The gridded sections depicted in figure 49 [A60] and [A61] appear to cover
some of the same area of the scene which is the floor space directly in front of
the cooker. The time sequence of the gridding is also unclear and the
position of the materials in front of the tall fridge freezer positioned to the left
of the cooker have been moved in between the different gridding activities.
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Figure 49 depicts the gridded area in front of the cooker - grid 6 (a) [A60] and the same area
covered by grids 10,11 and 12(b) [A61]. Note the change in the positioning of the door
of the tall fridge freezer which is closed, with the smaller fridge removed in (a) [A60]
and open with the smaller fridge in the open doorway (b) [A61]. This suggests that
grid 6 was put in place at a point later in the fire investigation than the other grids.
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Figure 50 [A62] which appears to be to the left-hand side of the old fridge and in the area of
the remains of the sliding door to the living room. The smaller fridge appears to be in

the same position as in figure 49 (b).

8.7.18 Various items from around the southeast section of the kitchen of flat 16 were
recovered by the fire investigators and each placed within separate sample
bags. The large fridge/freezer unit was wrapped in cling film before removal
from the property. It appears, also, that the bottom ends of the frame of the
tall fridge freezer were bent inwards by the fire investigators prior to wrapping
the appliance in cling film [All], [A63]. It is not certain why they chose to do
this.

8.7.19 The fire investigators noted that the main switch in the fuse box, the miniature
circuit breaker (MCB) for the kitchen sockets and the residual current circuit
breaker (RCCB) were in the off position, figure 51 [A63]. The MCB is a device
that will operate (trip) if an electrical circuit draws more current than its rating.
An RCCB is used to switch off an electrical circuit if current is leaking from the
circuit. The fire investigators assumed that the main circuit breaker had been
switched off by the fire fighters [A11]. however Mr Behailu KEBEDE stated
that he had switched off the electricity on exiting flat 16 [A3], [A6], [A7].

Figure 51: (a) The main switch, photograph 77 in [A63] (b) the MCB for the kitchen sockets and
RCCB all in the off (down) position, photograph 78 in [A63].
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8.7.20 The corner between the tall fridge freezer and the window was examined and
the fire investigators note that a large hot plate' [A11], also described as an
'electric cooking device' was noted, figure 51 [A63]. This item was not
plugged in [All] and was moved away from the area where it was found. The
item was later recovered on the 17th July 2017, from the living room of flat 16
and labelled as MJD/43.

'large hot plate' or 'electric
cooking device'

Figure 52: The electric cooking device in the corner area between the window and tall fridge
freezer in flat 16, photograph 43 in LA63].

8.7.21 Mr Behailu KEBEDE reported in his statement to the Grenfell Tower Public
I nquiry [A7], that there was an electrical hotplate within the kitchen and
located at the opposite end of the kitchen to where item labelled as MJD/43
was originally located. Specifically, he stated that;

"There was an electrical hotplate in the kitchen called a "Witad". It is
used to make traditional Ethiopian bread called "Injera". It was more
than eight years old. I cannot remember when it was last used but I do
know that it had not been used since 2015. As far as I am aware, my
partner was the last person to use it. It was not plugged in. I had never
had any problems with it. The "M'tad" electrical hotplate was usually
kept next to the microwave by the boiler or on top of the cupboard
above the sink. I do not know where it was at the time of the fire." [A7]
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8.7.22 Ms. Elsa AFEWORKI reported in her statement to the Grenfell Tower Public
Inquiry [A10], also refers to this item and stated that;

"The injera pan ... was kept on top of the cupboard somewhere above
the sink" "Looking at the pictures from my flat after the fire, I have
been asked about the 'hot plate'. This looks like the electric injera pan
that was on top of the kitchen cupboard" [Al 0]

8.7.23 The fire investigators placed a red plastic bag (source unknown) over a socket
and electrical wiring revealed in this area of the kitchen to the left and behind
the tall fridge freezer as viewed from the front, figure 53 [A63].

Red plastic bag
used to wrap
Blectrical items

Figure 53: The red plastic bag which was used to protect parts of the wiring behind the tall
fridge freezer, photograph 56 in [A63].

8.7.24 The electric cooker to the right-hand side of the tall fridge freezer was
examined and found to have only superficial damage and melting to the
plastic knobs of the appliance, figure 54 [A63].
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Figure 54: The cooker in flat 16 showing external superficial damage [A62].

8.7.25 The items listed in table 1 were recovered from flat 16 on the 14t 1 June 2017
[A64].

Table 1: Items recovered from flat 16, Grenfell Tower on the 14th
June 2017 (table adapted from [A64]. The fridge freezer in the table refers to the tall fridge

freezer.
Item Number Seal Number Item description

BPS1 N00001790 FRIDGE FREEZER. ONLY. COMPRESSOR UNIT SAMPLED SEPARATELY

BPS2 N00001788 FRIDGE FREEZER DOOR

BPS3 N00001789 FRIDGE FREEZER WIRING

BPS4 P00010363 COMPRESSOR UNIT FOR FRIDGE FREEZER

BPS5 P02839036 ASSORTED WIRING BEHIND FRIDGE FREEZER

8.7.26 Item BPS3 consisted of conductors which were recovered from fire debris in
and around the base of the tall fridge freezer although the precise location is
unknown [All] and BPS5 were the red plastic bag, wires and conductors
recovered from behind the tall fridge freezer [A11].

8.7.27 On the 15th June 2017 at approximately 17:00, Mr Bruce JOLLIFFEE, Watch
Manager Matthew LEAVER. Watch Manager Matthew BRADSHAVV. Watch
Manager Mick BOYLE (resource code 0K17) and hydrocarbon dog MURPHY
(resource code 0K9) all entered flat 16. The resources codes for both Watch
Manager Mick BOYLE and MURPHY are referred to in Watch Manager
Matthew LEAVER's witness statement [A33]. Mr Dan MATTHEWS and Mr
Martin CROOKS both of Key Forensic Services, Mr Sam GORDON and Mr
Oh i KENNY both of the Metropolitan Police Service are listed in the Bureau
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Veritas fire and safety department report dated the 791 November 2017 [All]
as also being present.

8.7.28 Bureau Veritas fire and safety department report dated the 7111 November
2017 [All] records that Mr Dan MATTHEWS and Mr Martin CROOKS both of
Key Forensic Services and Mr Sam GORDON and Mr Oh i KENNY both of the
Metropolitan Police Service, recorded the scene (presumably referring to flat
16), while Mr Bruce JOLLIFFEE, Watch Manager Matthew LEAVER, Watch
Manager Matthew BRADSHAVV visited various other flats on the fourth floor to
review these as comparator flats.

8.7.29 Flat 16 was reported to be 'ankle deep' in water and Watch Manager Matthew
LEAVER reports 'scooping as much water out of the flat' as possible [A33].

8.7.30 Watch Manager Mick BOYLE examined an 'exemplar' flat using the
hydrocarbon dog. The bags of debris gathered on the 14thJune 2017 from the
gridded areas in flat 16 and left within flat 16 on the 14th June 2017 were
taken into the 'exemplar flat' and according to Watch Manager Matthew
LEAVER [A33] the contents of each bag were emptied out in turn onto the
floor of the exemplar flat and each were examined by the hydrocarbon dog for
the possible presence of an ignitable liquid with a negative result meaning no
ignitable liquid was indicated as being present [A11]. [A33]. The debris was
presumably then replaced into their respective bags although this is not
explicitly stated. These actions could lead to cross contamination of the
materials within the different bags. It remains uncertain whether any further
examination of the contents of these bags has been undertaken by the fire
i nvestigators.

8.7.31 The fire investigators recovered a variety of items from flat 16 during their
examination of the scene on the 15t/' June 2017 and these are listed in table
2.

Table 2: Items recovered from flat 16, Grenfell Tower on the 15thJune 2017

table adapted from [A64]

Item Number Seal Number Item description

MCL-06-076029-14062107 MPSE53166732
REMAINS OF MAINS SUPPLY FLEX

ASSOCIATED WITH FRIDGE FREEZER

MCL-07-076029-14062107 MPSE53166733 ONE (1) X OLD LINOLEUM FLOORING

MCL-08-076029-14062107 MPSE53166734 LAMINATE FLOORING SECTION - PART 1

MCL-09-076029-14062107 MP5Z09489265 LAMINATE FLOORING SECTION - PART 2

MCL-10-076029-14062107 MP5Z09489626 LAMINATE FLOORING SECTION - PART 3

MCL-11-076029-14062107 MP5E53166735 LAMINATE FLOORING SECTION - PART 4

MCL-12-076029-14062107 MP5Z09489628 LAMINATE FLOORING SECTION - PART 5

MCL-13-076029-14062107 MP5Z09489653 FIRE DEBRIS FROM GRID 6- MPSS1170910

MCL-14-076029-14062107 MP5Z09489654 FIRE DEBRIS FROM GRID 7- MPSS1170911

MCL-15-076029-14062107 MP5Z09489655 FIRE DEBRIS FROM GRID 8- MP5501170912

MCL-16-076029-14062107 MP5E53155915 FIRE DEBRIS FROM GRID 9

MCL-17-076029-14062107 MP5E53166737 FIRE DEBRIS FROM GRID 10

MCL-18-076029-14062107 MP5E53166736 FIRE DEBRIS FROM GRID 11

MCL-19-076029-14062107 MP5Z09489656 FIRE DEBRIS FROM GRID 12 - MP5501170913

MCL-20-076029-14062107 MP5E53155912 DEBRIS FROM WINDOW AREA
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8.7.32 Flat 16 Grenfell Tower was re-visited by the fire investigators in July 2017
although there is some uncertainty around the exact dates. According to Mr
Dan MATTHEWS [A65] he re-visited flat 16 on the 11th and 12th July 2017
together with a colleague from Key Forensic Services, members of the
London Fire Brigade, Bureau Veritas and the Metropolitan Police Service
[A65], [A66], [A67], [A68], [A69], [A70]. The Bureau Veritas fire and safety
department report dated the 7th November 2017 [All] states that Mr Stephen
DAY, Bureau Veritas, Watch Manager Barry KENT and Watch Manager Mark
WALTON both of London Fire Brigade, Mr Dan MATTHEWS and Mr Martin
CROOKES, both of Key Forensic Services and police exhibits officer re-
visited flat 16 on the 12th, 13th and 14thJuly 2017.

8.7.33 The purpose of the visit in July 2017 by the fire investigation team appears to
be the recovery of further electrical items within flat 16 as listed in table 3. At
some point during the examinations of flat 16 the investigators decided to
push down the wall between the living room and bedroom 2. This decision is
documented in Mr Dan MATTHEWS' contemporaneous notes dated
11/07/2017 [A65]. The Bureau Veritas fire and safety department report
dated the 7th November 2017 [All] relating to the initial scene investigation
on the 14th June 2017 stated that this wall had collapsed, however the wall
was still partially in place as viewed in earlier photographs of the living room
and bedroom 2 of flat 16 — figure 48 [A53] and so the timings of when this wall
was pushed over or collapsed are uncertain.

8.7.34 During the July visit, the fire investigators separated the electrical items in flat
16 into two different groups. Electrical items that were considered by the
investigators to be undamaged or unplugged were placed into the bath within
flat 16. Electrical items which were damaged, or which were possibly involved
in the fire in some way, were recovered.

8.7.35 Mr Dan MATTHEWS' contemporaneous notes dated 11/07/2017 [A66] and
12/07/2017 [A69] state that considerable disruption of the electrical
appliances from the kitchen had occurred with a number of the items located
in the living room rather than in the kitchen.

8.7.36 A variety of items were recovered and removed from the flat during their
examination on the 11th July 2017 (table 3) which were subsequently
examined between the 241h, 25th and 31st July 2017 [A11].
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Table 3: Items recovered from flat 16, Grenfell Tower on the 11thJuly 2017
table adapted from FA64

Item Number Seal Number Item description

MJD/21 MP5E52795582 ELECTRICAL ITEMS AND TEA LIGHTS

MJD/22 MP5500286172 & MP5Z012381857 POWER TOOLS

MJD/23 MP5D44783915 REMAINS OF LAPTOP

MJD/24 MP5C38388896 DOCUMENTS - MIDDLE BEDROOM

MJD/25 MP5C38388895 MOBILE PHONE, TWO BATTERIES & ONE OTHER ELECTRICAL ITEM

MJD/26 MPSS01500350 & MPSZ012381858 BELIEVED TV/MONITOR HAIRDRYER, WIRING & OTHER ELECTRICAL ITEMS

MJD/27 MP5C38388897 MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRICAL ITEMS

MJD/28 MP5E52795580 PLUG, KEYBOARD IN RUBBLE, KEYS, BATTERIES, WIRES

MJD/29 MP5D44783920 POSSIBLE ELECTRICAL ITEMS/PARTS

MJD/30 MP5D44783897 TWO MOBILE PHONES

MJD/31 MP5501500359 & MP5Z012381859 BELIEVED PARTS OF TV/MONITOR

MJD/32 MPSS01500351 & MPSZ012381860 WIRING AND MISCELLANEOUS

MJD/33 MP5E52795579 EXTENSION LEAD

MJD/34 MP5D44783914 REMNANTS OF PLUG

MJD/35 MPSZ012381871 SMALL FRIDGE

MJD/36 MP5E52795578 PLASTIC PART OF A FRIDGE

MJD/37 MP5Z012381872 FLUORESCENT STRIP LIGHT (REMAINS)

MJD/38 MPSZ012381870 MEDIUM SIZE FRIDGE

MJD/39 MPSZ012381861 WHITE OVEN

MJD/40 MP5Z012381862 WASHING MACHINE

MJD/41 MPSZ012381863 CONCRETE BLOCK

MJD/42 MP5C38388992 ONE SAMSUNG MOBILE PHONE WITH WHITE EAR PHONES CONNECTS

MJD/43 MP5Z012381864 ELECTRIC COOKING DEVICE

MJD/44 MP5D44783913 ONE SOCKET, ONE BRACKET AND HEARTBEAT MONITOR

MJD/45 I MP5E52795576 BLUE 'HP LAPTOP AND BATTERY

MJD/46 MP5Z012381865 LEFT HAND VERTICAL FRAME FROM RIGHT HAND SIDE HUNG WINDOW

MJD/47 MP5E52795575 LIGHT METAL LID

MJD/48 MPSS01500356 & MP5Z012381866 ONE CEILING LIGHT FITTING

MJD/49 MP5Z012381867 BROKEN FLUORESCENT TUBE AND WIRING

MJD/50 MP5C38388993 ID CARDS INO ELSA AFEWORKI AND PHOTO ALBUM

MJD/51 MP 5C38388890
LEATHER WALLET AND VARIOUS ID CARDS INO BEMAILU ICEBEDE-GOBENA

AND ONE GOLD RING

MJD/52 MPSE52795577 MISCELLANEOUS WIRING

MJD/53 MPSE52795573 FAIRY LIGHTS

MJD/54 MP5E52795574 FRIDGE PARTS

MJD/55 MPSZ012381868 DEBRIS FROM KITCHEN NEAR FRIDGE

MJD/56 MPSE52795570 TOASTER AND ASSOCIATED CONDUCTORS

MJD/57 MP5E52795572 SANDWICH MAKER

MJD/58 MPSZ012381845 DEBRIS FROM KITCHEN UNDER TOASTER

MJD/59 MPSZ012381846 ONE MICROWAVE

MJD/60 MP5E52795569 KETTLE AND ASSOCIATED PARTS

MJD/61 1 MP5E52795568 WIRING FROM WALL TO LEFT OF SINK UNIT

MJD/62 MPSE52795567 WIRING FROM RIGHT OF SINK IN KITCHEN ABOVE COUNTER

MJD/63 MP5D44783917 WIRING FROM CEILING NEAR KITCHEN WINDOW

MJD/64 MPSC38388891 WIRING FROM CEILING IN KITCHEN ABOVE KITCHEN COUNTER

MJD/65 MP5D44783912 SOCKET INSIDE DOOR OF MIDDLE BEDROOM

MJD/66 MP5D44783911 WIRING FROM SOCKET NEAR WINDOW IN MIDDLE BEDROOM

MJD/67 MP5D44783918 MISCELLANEOUS WIRING FROM KITCHEN FLOOR

8.7.37 At some point, various other items were recovered from flat 16 Grenfell Tower
apparently in November 2017 although no information relating to recovery of
these items has been made available. These items are listed in table 4.
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Table 4: Items recovered from flat 16, Grenfell Tower
table adapted from FA64

Item Number Seal Number Item description Date

UAK/161 MPSSD44924336 BURNT ELECTRICAL ITEM 07/11/2017

SCM/1 MPSD44923555 BELIEVED CAPACITOR (MELTED) 11/11/2017

MJD/100 MPSD44923428 ROUND CYLINDRICAL OBJECT 16/11/2017

RAM/112 MPSA21349941 ELECTRICAL COMPONENT 17/11/2017

RAM/113 MPSE53504818 DOOR SHELF FROM FRIDGE 17/11/2017

8.8 Fire scene investigation — Establishing the area of origin of the fire that
occurred in flat 16, Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017.

8.8.1 The investigation of the origin and cause of a fire is a primary aim of the fire
investigation process. The first step is to determine the area of origin and that
normally involves an evaluation of evidence and factual information derived
from the following, although this is not an exhaustive list:

(a) Witness information from all relevant parties. This may also include
CCTV information if relevant.

(b) A systematic and careful physical examination of the fire scene and
materials and items remaining after the fire as well as fire patterns that
may exist.

(c) Careful removal of items such as (for example) fire debris samples and/or
electrical appliances for subsequent laboratory-based examinations. The
removal of such items must be traceable so that where they were taken
from, when and by whom is known and their position within the fire scene
can be established correctly.

8.8.2 Through such a systematic investigative process the room of origin can often
be identified. This then allows the fire investigators to narrow down their
focus and eliminate items that are not relevant to the question of where the
fire started.

8.8.3 The determination of the origin of a fire must be based upon the evaluation of
a series of 'hypotheses' or 'propositions' which can be tested and evaluated
based on the available information and physical evidence.

8.8.4 Hypothesis 1: The fire in Grenfell Tower started in the kitchen of flat 16
as opposed to any other flat in Grenfell Tower.

The initial fire at Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017 was well documented
by five witnesses who were the occupier, Mr Behailu KEBEDE, and the first
responding fire fighters who entered Grenfell Tower. These were Crew
Manager Charles BATTERBEE and fire fighters Daniel BROWN, John
O'HANLON and Nicholas BARTON.
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8.8.5 Mr Behailu KEBEDE [A3] who occupied flat 16 at Grenfell Tower reports that
he was wakened by the smoke alarm in his kitchen. He went into the kitchen
via the main door (this was the door from the hallway) and stated that;

and,

"I could see light coloured smoke in the area next to the fridge/freezer
and window. It was in the general area there" .... "the smoke was
rising up from floor level and coming towards me" [A6].

"I saw smoke. It seemed to be coming from behind my Hotpoint fridge
freezer. The smoke was approximately two thirds of the height of the
fridge freezer and had reached about where the cooker was" [A7].

He also described the smoke as

and,

and,

'dark', 'light dark' or 'light' in the record of interview dated 14/06/2017
[A3].

"The smoke that I saw in my kitchen was light and white in colour. I am
aware that in my first and second police interviews I described the
smoke as both "light" and "dark". It is important to remember that I had
just had the most frightening experience of my life and was in shock. I
also did not have an interpreter during these two interviews and I
clearly needed one. When I said "dark", I did not mean dark in colour. I
meant thick" [A7].

"The smoke by the window and the fridge side.. and underneath" [A68].

8.8.6 Mr Behailu KEBEDE [A3], [A6], [A7] woke the other people in flat 16, called
the fire brigade and woke his neighbours on the fourth floor and left the
building.

8.8.7 Ms Almaz KINFU [A72] who was also in flat 16 on the night of the fire was
woken by Mr Behailu KEBEDE [A71] and states that when asked what was
going on, was alerted to the fire:

and

"I was shocked and he said 'what is going on' and he said 'fire
fire' and 'fridge fridge" [A72].

.... "Bahilu said the fridge was on fire" ...."At the time I didn't see
the fire, I wasn't in the kitchen" [A72].

8.8.8 Ms Elsa AFEWORKI [A10], [A73] who was also in flat 16 on the night of
the fire stated that once she was outside Grenfell Tower that she looked
back towards the tower block:
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"..saw on the LIth floor there was a fire at my kitchen window"
[A73].

8.8.9 Flat 9 on the third floor of Grenfell Tower was also damaged by fire. Flat 9
can be ruled out as the area of origin of the first fire in Grenfell Tower because
the occupant of flat 9 spoke to the fire service at 01:36:23 which was after the
initial contact by Mr Behailu KEBEDE [A2]. The occupier of flat 9 was
reported as stating that;

".. the fire was not in her flat but there was a lot of smoke" [A74].

8.8.10 The first fire fighters to enter Grenfell Tower and who went to flat 16 provide
corroborating evidence that there was a fire in flat 16 and that this fire was in
the kitchen of the property [A15], [A16], [A17], [A18], [A24], [A25], [A26],
[A27].

8.8.11 All of the witness statements from the fire fighters, fire service personnel and
occupants of flat 16 provide strong evidence that the fire in Grenfell Tower on
the 14th June 2017 started in the kitchen of flat 16.

8.8.12 Hypothesis 2: The fire started in the southeast end of the kitchen of flat
16, Grenfell Tower as opposed to elsewhere within the kitchen.

The first fire fighters to enter flat 16, Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE and
Fire Fighter Daniel BROWN found that the only room in flat 16 which
contained a fire was the kitchen. During their firefighting activities, they made
the decision that they needed to enter the kitchen to extinguish the fire having
attempted to put the fire out from the kitchen door way in the first instance.
They fully entered the kitchen at approximately 01:20:48 and extinguished the
fire that was within that compartment, [A23].

Fire fighter David BROWN explains in his witness statement that;

"I explained to CM Batterbee that we need to get right in and put
it out."

"I opened the door, CM Batterbee pulsed the ceiling once more
and then we moved in turning left and extinguished the fire."

"The room began to clear to a point where I could make out it was
a kitchen. None of the worktops or indeed any of the remainder of
the room was involved in the fire at that time. It was contained to
one end, being to the left as you enter the room and from about
2-3ft up."

"CM Batterbee pointed out that it was a fridge that he put out.
This was towards the right-hand side of the back wall, sitting on
something about 2-3ft up. Again, this I found a bit strange. Whilst
it explained on one hand I could only see flame from 2-3 ft up in
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the air, it was in the wrong location to the forceful curtain of flame
I saw which was more to the left of that wall."

"I walked towards the fridge to inspect it, it appeared around the
top 25% of the fridge was heavily damaged, immediately I noticed
little pieces of hot embers/debris falling outside what I could now
see was a window that had completely given way leaving a hole
in the wall."

"Below this window was a box sturdy enough to hold my weight
and not involved in the fire" [A16].

8.8.13 The 'box' below the window is most likely the old fridge referred to by Mr
Behailu KEBEDE [A6], [A7].

and

"smaller fridge was stored on top of an old freezer in the corner
opposite by the window" [A6].

"The broken freezer was just a few inches from the kitchen window"
[A7].

and Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE [A24] and Fire Fighter Daniel
BROWN [A25] also both said in their evidence to the Grenfell Tower Public
Inquiry that;

and

"... just in front of the window, there was something like a kitchen
counter or board across there which he climbed up onto, which
obviously you cannot see now, but it was there." ... "It seemed to be a
worktop, a standard kitchen worktop, which was essentially in front of
the window" [A24].

Fire Fighter Daniel BROWN - " ... It would be that smaller fridge in the
foreground in the middle"... "That was against the wall, right below the
window" [A25].

8.8.14 The TIC footage [A23], taken by the first fire fighters who entered flat 16
Grenfell Tower on the night of the fire also corroborates that the fire was
burning in the southeast area of the kitchen that included the kitchen window,
the space between the kitchen window and the tall fridge freezer and the tall
fridge freezer itself.

8.8.15 The thermal image (figure 55) of the tall fridge freezer indicates hot areas
within the appliance after the fire within the kitchen was extinguished. The
bottom door of the appliance is open and the top door appears to be missing.
Possibly lying sideways in front of the tall fridge freezer. The cooker can be
seen to the right of the tall fridge freezer and appears largely undamaged.
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The items between the tall fridge freezer and the window are reported as
being a mop and bucket or similar [A7], [A10], [A73].

4

129(
Items

between tall
fridge freezer
and window —
believed to be
mop and
bucket

00:24:50 GMT
Wed Jun 14, 2017

Possible top door of the fridge
freezer lying on its side

ot;
*At:

Top
compartment
of the tall

fridge freezer

Bottom compartment of the
tall fridge freezer with door

4------ in open position.

Figure 55: Thermal image of the tall fridge freezer unit and cooker once the fire in flat 16 was
extinguished [A23]. The corrected time is approximately 01:21:32.

8.8.16 The evidence of the fire fighters and the images from the thermal camera
indicate that it is more likely than not that the area of origin of the fire was in
the southeast area of the kitchen in flat 16. This is illustrated in figure 56 and
photographically in figure 57.
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Figure 56: Likely internal layout of the kitchen flat 16 Grenfell Tower illustrating the initial area
of interest shaded in red, which was thought to include the area of origin. Adapted from [A3],
[A6], [A7], [A8] and [A9]. The position of the old freezer and small fridge are assumed.
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Figure 57: Initial area of interest, shaded in red, which was thought to include the area of
origin. Adapted from [A9].
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8.8.17 Hypothesis 3: That it is more likely than not that the fire started in the
southeast corner in the tall fridge freezer as opposed to any other
appliance or item in the southeast corner of the kitchen of flat 16.

The fire scene investigation undertaken on the 141h June 2017 concentrated
on the kitchen area of flat 16. The fire investigators documented the scene
initially and then undertook a more thorough investigation of the southeast
end of the kitchen which contained the window and extraction fan, and where
the old freezer, small fridge and tall fridge freezer were located.

8.8.18 Given the weight of the evidence considered in relation to hypothesis 1 and
the evidence of the fire fighters and the TIC footage in relation to hypothesis
2, any fire damaged electrical appliances and fire patterns outside of the
southeast area of the kitchen of flat 16 are unlikely to be in the area of origin
of the fire.

8.8.19 The initial investigation involved scene documentation and information
gathering. At some point the fire investigators became concerned about the
amount of water present in the kitchen of flat 16 and took action to remove
this by 'paddling the water out in stages until it flowed into the communal area'
[A35]. It was acknowledged by Watch Manager Matthew LEAVER in his
evidence to the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry [A59] that he could not rule out
the possibility that some fire debris from the kitchen area of flat 16 could have
been lost as a result of this activity.

8.8.20 The fire investigators then decided to grid off section of the floor (figure 58),
gathering the material from these sections separately and placing them into
individual sample bags. The gridding activity was undertaken during the
scene investigation on the 14th June 2017.

8.8.21 The contents of each sample bag associated with each gridded area appears
to have been subsequently examined on the 15th June 2017. The contents of
each bag were emptied onto the floor of a neighbouring flat (presumably one
at a time) and examined using a hydrocarbon dog (MURPHY) [Al 1], [A33].
The hydrocarbon dog indicated a negative result in each case. This is
inferred to mean that the presence of an ignitable liquid in the debris was not
detected by the hydrocarbon dog.
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Figure 58: Initial area of interest which was
thought to include the area of origin relative to
the position of the grids use by the
investigators. Adapted from [A3], [A8] and
[A9].

8.8.22 The old freezer (figure 59) and small fridge (figure 60) were visually examined
during the initial scene investigation on the 14th and 15th June 2017 and were
cleared away from the area of the window and the kitchen at some point
during this initial examination, presumably being placed elsewhere in flat 16
(figure 61). These items were not recovered from flat 16 Grenfell Tower until
the 11th July 2017 [A63].
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8.8.23 These two items were subsequently examined in more detail at some point
during the 24th, 25th or 31st July 2017 by the Bureau Veritas and other fire
investigators [All] at the Bureau Veritas laboratory. It was suggested [A7],
[A69] that the two appliances were not plugged in during the fire. Mr Behailu
KEBEDE in his witness statement to the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry [A7]
stated that;

"At the time of the fire, there was a small freezer, a larger fridge freezer
and a small fridge in my kitchen. Only the larger fridge freezer was
plugged in and turned on. The small freezer and the small fridge were
not plugged in" [A7].

Observations of the appliances [A11] by the fire investigators described the
conditions of the pins on the remains of the appliance plugs as 'dirty'
suggested that they had not been plugged in at the time of the fire.

Figure 59: The old freezer unit with the plug highlighted, photograph 40 in [A63].
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Figure 60: The smaller fridge unit found against the door of the tall fridge freezer, photograph
36 in [A63].

Figure 61: Evidence that the old freezer and smaller fridge unit were moved from under the
window within flat 16 during the initial examination of the flat, photograph 42 in [A63].
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8.8.24 The witness statement of Mr Behailu KEBEDE [A71] and contemporaneous
notes of Fire Fighter Daniel BROWN [A16] also suggested that the initial fire
was not in the old freezer and small fridge. Mr Behailu KEBEDE when being
interviewed by Watch Manager Matthew LEAVER [A71] said

"LEAVER: And these two [referring to the old freezer and small fridge],
definitely not plugged in?"

"KEBEDE: Definitely, these not working".

Fire Fighter Daniel BROWN [A16] said that;

"CM Batterbee pointed out that it was a fridge that he put out.
This was towards the right-hand side of the back wall"

8.8.25 On the basis of this evidence, it is unlikely that the old freezer and small fridge
are in the area of origin of the fire although these appliances were clearly
involved in the fire at some later point. This allows the area of origin of the fire
to be narrowed to the southeast corner of the kitchen as indicated by the red
line in figure 62.

Possible mop
and bucket

Approximate

position of
extractor fan

Kitchen
window

Assumed position of old

freezer and small fridge

Washing
machine

Sliding doors

into the living room

n
Door into the kitchen

from the hallway

Figure 62: Possible internal layout of the kitchen in flat 16 Grenfell Tower illustrating the area
of the southeast corner (outlined in red) thought to include the area of origin. Adapted from

[A3], [A8] and [A9].

8.8.26 The fire investigators recovered several items from the southeast corner of
the kitchen of flat 16 during their examination of the scene on the 141h and 15th
June 2017. This included the tall fridge freezer and the door to the top fridge
compartment which had become detached, the compressor unit and wiring
from in or around the base of the tall fridge freezer.
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8.8.27 Electrical wiring from behind the tall fridge freezer as well as parts of the
laminate flooring from underneath the tall fridge freezer were also packaged
and recovered. Finally, debris recovered from the window area and from the
gridded areas previously described were also recovered.

8.8.28 Figure 63 shows this area of the kitchen in more detail including the debris
which was located between the tall fridge freezer and the window as well as
the debris on the window sill to the left of the image. The witness evidence
provided by the occupants of flat 16 suggest that the materials which were
present in the area between the window and the tall fridge freezer included a
mop and bucket and did not include an electrical cooking device later
suggested to be an injera pan, [A7], [A10], [A75]. This item was later
recovered (figure 63 [A63]), on the 1l th July 2017, from the living room of flat
16 and labelled as MJD/43. The item was examined in the laboratory and no
evidence was found to suggest that it had been plugged in at the time of the
fire or that it had a causative role. Dr. Duncan GLOVER reported no evidence
of electrical activity or arcing associated with this appliance [A32].

Figure 63: Area of the kitchen in flat 16 between the window and the tall fridge freezer,
photograph 37 in [A63]
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Figure 64: Area of the kitchen in flat 16 showing debris on the window sill photograph 38 in
[A63]

8.8.29 The tall fridge freezer had been exposed to fire damage from bottom to top
which resulted in a fire pattern and corrosion running the height of the
appliance with a greater degree of corrosion in evidence towards the rear of
the appliance than to the front (figure 64 and 65).

Figure 64: The left-hand side of the tall fridge freezer facing the window. The laminate floor
covering is unburnt to the left-hand side of where the tall fridge freezer is situated, areas A and

B are fire patterns which are further discussed in 8.8.30, photograph 55 in [A63].
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Figure 65: The right-hand side of the tall fridge freezer facing away from the window and
pulled out from the wall. The laminate floor covering is unburnt to the right-hand side of where
the tall fridge freezer is situated areas A and B are fire patterns which are further discussed in

8.8.30. The socket between the tall fridge freezer and the cooker was melted on the side
closest to the fridge freezer, photograph 59 in [A63].

8.8.30 The fire pattern (A) in figure 64 and 65 is approximately mirrored on both
sides of the appliance. Each side of the tall fridge freezer also reveal a fire
pattern (B) which runs across the sides and front of the appliance. There was
a fire pattern observed on the door of the top compartment of the tall fridge
freezer, which is outlined in red in figure 66. Given that the door was
detached when the fire fighters extinguished the fire in this area, this may
suggest that any materials in the corner and to the left of the appliance may
have become involved in the fire at the early stages of its development.
Equally, the fire pattern observed on the door of the tall fridge freezer may
have arisen as a result of ventilation effects from the nearby window.
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Figure 66: The door of the tall fridge freezer placed back in situ. The fire pattern on the door
suggests that combustible materials to the left of the appliance were burning during the early

stages of the fire, photograph 47 in [A63].

8.8.31 The laminate flooring from underneath the tall fridge freezer was also
examined and a revealed a burn pattern within this area that was not present
on the surrounding laminate surfaces (figure 67 and 68). This burn pattern
(outlined in red in photographs 67 and 68) provides physical evidence to
suggest that the area of the laminate directly beneath the tall fridge freezer
was exposed to a heat source or potentially direct flame to a greater extent
than the laminate on either side of the tall fridge freezer. The skirting board
in this area also appears to be burned away.
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Figure 67: The burn pattern revealed underneath the tall fridge freezer, photograph 71 in [A63].

Figure 68: The burn pattern on the laminate after recovery from flat 16 and viewed at the
Bureau Veritas laboratory. This was the area of the laminate directly underneath the tall fridge

freezer, photograph 73 in [A63].

8.8.32 Samples of the laminate were analysed by Key Forensic Services for the
presence of ignitable liquid with a negative result, which means that the
presence of an external liquid accelerant such as petrol or similar was
eliminated [A77].
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8.8.33 The various electrical items recovered from flat 16 on the 14th and 151h June
2017 were examined at the Bureau Veritas laboratory, Verney Road, London
SE16 3DH [A11].

8.8.34 On the 19th and 201h June 2017, non-destructive visual examinations were
undertaken of the items recovered on the 14th and 15th June 2017 from flat 16
with the exception of the items recovered from the gridded areas within the
kitchen by the fire investigators.

8.8.35 These examinations appeared to involve removal of the various items from
the bags in which they were contained followed by a non-destructive visual
examination. In some cases, a microscope (unspecified in terms of type) was
also used and in some cases X-ray examination of fuses was undertaken
[All].

8.8.36 Mr Bruce JOLLIFFEE [All] carried out a visual examination of the extractor
fan recovered from debris on the window sill of the kitchen window of flat 16
and that found no evidence of electrical activity within the device. The
photographic evidence provided from Mr Behailu KEBEDE's mobile phone
videos [A28], [A29], [A30] and [A31], appears to indicate that the fire was
positioned beside the kitchen window rather than at the extractor fan panel in
the early developmental stages (figure 23). Based on the culmination of this
evidence it is more likely than not that the extractor fan was not involved in the
initial stages of the fire.

8.8.37 Further non-destructive visual examinations were undertaken on the 241h, 25th

and 31th July 2017 of the items recovered from flat 16 Grenfell Tower on the
1 1th July 2017. The examinations were undertaken by Mr Bruce JOLLIFFEE
[All] of Bureau Veritas and Mr Dan MATTHEWS [A65] of Key Forensic
Services together with other unspecified individuals from London Fire Brigade.

8.8.38 Mr Dan MATTHEWS reported [A65] that some copper conductors within the
bag labelled as exhibit MJD/32 (labelled as wiring and miscellaneous') which
is listed in the report from Mr Dan MATTHEWS under 'items recovered from
the Middle Bedroom (Bedroom 2)' [A65] had been 'fused together' and he
suggested that this was because of localised melting due to the heat of the
fire rather than evidence of electrical activity [A65]. This item was also
referenced in the Bureau Veritas fire and safety department report dated the
7th November 2017 [All] in section 10.23.8 and the 'fused wires' are shown in
figure 69 [A63]. This item was subsequently relabelled as MJS/1 and
examined by Dr Duncan GLOVER who concluded that the damage observed
was electrical arc damage [A32].
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Figure 69: The conductor MJS/1 taken from item MJD/32 described [A32].

8.8.39 Mr Dan MATTHEWS also reports that the internal fuse within the microwave
had operated [A65] and determined that this was most likely as a result of
external fire attack and not electrical activity. This was also the view
expressed in the Bureau Veritas fire and safety department report dated the
7th November 2017 [A11].

8.8.40 A further non-destructive visual examination of some of the items (listed as
the fridge/freezer, fridge door and the compressor [Al 1]) was undertaken on
the 30th June 2017 by representatives from the fridge/freezer manufacturers
(Whirlpool), and experts from Exponent and observed by fire investigators
from London Fire Brigade (Watch Manager Mark WALTON) and Bureau
Veritas (Mr Stephen DAY). The full list of attendees is available in the Bureau
Veritas Fire and Safety Department report dated the 7th November 2017
[All].

8.8.41 A further examination appears to have also been undertaken on the 81h and
9th August 2017 by experts from Whirlpool and observed by experts from
Bureau Veritas. These examinations led to the production of several other
exhibits which came from the original exhibits. These items are listed in table
5.
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Table 5: Items recovered from flat 16, Grenfell Tower
(table adapted from [AM])

Item
Number

Seal Number Item description Recovered from Date

SLW/87 MP5A21220365 ONE (1) LIVE PIN FROM PLUG
BUREAU VERITAS - FROM
KID/56 SHOULD HAVE
BEEN IN WITH M.ID/57

24/07/2017

SLW/110 MP5A21220364
SECTION OF WIRE TAKEN FROM WITHIN

COMPRESSOR UNIT - BPS4

WHIRLPOOL EXAMINATION

BUREAU VERITAS
08/08/2017

SLW/111 MP5A21220367
SECTION OF STRANDED CONDUCTOR WIRE DIAM

1.05- 1.10MM STRAND 0.18- 0.19MM
FROM BPS3 WHIRLPOOL

EXAMINATION
09/08/2017

SLW/113 MP5A21220371
SECTION OF STRANDED CONDUCTOR WIRE DIAM

0.92- 1.07 MM STRAND 0.18 - 0.19 MM
FROM BPS3 WHIRLPOOL

EXAMINATION
09/08/2017

SLW/114 MP5A21220372
SECTION OF STRANDED CONDUCTOR WIRE 0.95-

1.05
FROM BPS3 WHIRLPOOL

EXAMINATION
09/08/2017

SLW/115 MPSA21220373
SECTION OF SOLID CORE CONDUCTOR 0.48 - 0.49

SOLID
FROM BPS3 WHIRLPOOL

EXAMINATION
09/08/2017

SLW/116 MPSA21220374
SECTION OF STRANDED CONDUCTOR WIRE 0.90-

1.08
FROM BPS3 WHIRLPOOL

EXAMINATION
09/08/2017

SLW/117 MP5A21220375
SECTION OF SOLID CORE CONDUCTOR 0.61 - 0.65

SOLID
FROM MCL-06-76029-

14062017
09/08/2017

SLW/118 MPSC37841089

SECTION OF THREE CORE STRANDED FLEX DIAM

0.99 - 1.08 MM STRAND 0.20- 0.21 MM (MARKED
WITH RED CABLE TIE)

FROM MCL-06-76029-
14062017

09/08/2017

SLW/119 MP5A21220376
SECTION OF STRANDED CONDUCTOR WIRE DIAM

0.99 -1.16 STRAND 0.21 - 0.26

FROM MCL-06-76029-
14062017 WITHIN 'PIECES

OF BROKEN FLEX BAG

09/08/2017

SLW/120 MPSC37841090
SECTION OF SEVEN STRANDED WIRE. STRAND 1.00

- 1.16 MM
FROM BPS5 09/08/2017

SLW/121 MPSC37841088
SECTION OF SEVEN STRANDED WIRE. DIAM 2.85 -

3.02 MM
FROM BPS5 09/08/2017

SLW/122 MP5E53165907
INTERCONNECTED WIRING OF ASSORTED SIZES.
DIAM 1.39- 1.85 MM STRAND 0.61 - 0.76 MM

(MARKED WITH YELLOW CABLE TIE
FROM BPS5 09/08/2017

8.8.42 When energised electrical conductors (wires) or components are exposed to a
fire, 'electrical arc damage' can occur. The electrical arc damage generates
an arc melt site(s) on electrical wires and components. This provides physical
evidence that can provide data as to whether an appliance was plugged in,
switched "ON" and electrically energized during the development of a fire. Arc
melt sites can also provide evidence assisting in the identification of electrical
faults or failures within an appliance.

8.8.43 Mr Behailu KEBEDE stated that:

'?turned off the electricity supply at the fire box [fuse box] by the front
door. I also called the fire brigade from my mobile" [A6].

8.8.44 One of the miniature circuit breakers (MCB) within the fuse box (consumer
unit) for the ring main (which provides the electricity supply to the electrical
sockets within the kitchen — circuit 7) had operated (tripped), figure 70 [A63].
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Figure 70: (a) The main switch, photograph 77 in [A63] (b) the MCB for the kitchen sockets
(circuit 7) and RCCB all in the off (down) position, photograph 78 in [A63].

8.8.45 The operation of the MCB would have occurred before the main electrical
supply to flat 16 was deactivated. If Mr Behailu KEBEDE's recollection is
correct, then he operated the main switch in the fuse box as he exited flat 16.
This is important because it means that if electrical activity as a result of fire
attack or appliance failure was found within flat 16, then it would have
occurred within the early stages of the developing fire when the kitchen circuit
(circuit 7) and appliances were still energised. This means that evidence of
electrical activity such as arc melting could provide specific physical evidence
linked to the earliest stages of the fire's development which would assist in
narrowing the area of fire origin as defined by the electrical system.

8.8.46 Bureau Veritas [All] and Key Forensic Services [A78] staff only undertook
non-destructive visual examinations of the electrical items recovered from the
initial fire scene examination of the kitchen of flat 16 on the 141h and 15th June
2017. As a result of these examinations they suggested that there was no
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evidence of electrical activity at the time of the fire in the exhibits examined,
however it is clear, given that the MCB operated, that electrical activity
occurred.

8.8.47 Dr. Duncan GLOVER undertook various examinations of electrical
components recovered from flat 16, Grenfell Tower summarised in table 6,
and has detailed his findings in a report and associated appendices [A32].

Table 6: Items examined by Dr. Duncan GLOVER [A32] — samples where electrical arcing or
alloying damage (which occurs when the presence of another metal can cause copper to melt

at a lower temperature) was observed are in red.

Item Number Item description

MJS/1
SECTION OF ELECTRICAL WIRING TAKEN FROM MJD/32 - WIRING AND

MISCELLANEOUS RECOVERED FROM BEDROOM 2 ON 11/07/2017

MJS/2 CONDUCTOR REMOVED FROM BPS3 FRIDGE FREEZER WIRING

MJS/6 EXTRACTOR FAN MOTOR

JDG/1
SECTION OF ELECTRICAL WIRING TAKEN FROM A PLASTIC BAG INSIDE MJD/38 - OLD

FREEZER ON 27/04/2018

JDG/2 WIRE SECTION FROM BPS3 -ASSORTED WIRING BEHIND FRIDGE FREEZER

JDG/3 COIL FROM MJD/52 - MISCELLANEOUS WIRING

JDG/4 WIRE STRAND FROM MJS/6 - EXTRACTOR MOTOR FAN

JDG/5 PTC COMPONENT FROM BPS4 - COMPRESSOR UNIT FOR FRIDGE FREEZER

JDG/6
WIRES FROM COMPRESSOR RELAY COMPARTMENT BPS4- COMPRESSOR UNIT FOR

FRIDGE FREEZER

JDG/7 WIRE STRAND FROM MCL/20 DEBRIS FROM WINDOW AREA

RAM /211
PIECE OF COMPRESSOR MOUNTING PLATE SPLIT FROM BPS4- COMPRESSOR UNIT

FOR FRIDGE FREEZER

SLW/110
SECTION OF WIRE TAKEN FROM WITHIN COMPRESSOR UNIT - BPS4 - COMPRESSOR

UNIT FOR FRIDGE FREEZER

SLW/111
SECTION OF STRANDED CONDUCTOR WIRE DIAM 1.05- 1.10MM STRAND 0.18-

0.19MM - FROM BPS3 ASSORTED WIRING BEHIND FRIDGE FREEZER

SLW/118
SECTION OF THREE CORE STRANDED FLEX DIAM 0.99- 1.08 MM STRAND 0.20- 0.21
MM (MARKED WITH RED CABLE TIE) FROM MCL-06 - REMAINS OF MAINS SUPPLY

FLEX ASSOCIATED WITH FRIDGE FREEZER

8.8.48 Dr. Duncan GLOVER [A32] makes some observations relating to the exhibits
MJS/1 and JDG/1;

(a) Both exhibits MJS/1 and JDG/1 contained wires with 24 strands and a
strand diameter of 0.16-0.18 mm. Exhibit MJD/38 (old freezer), BPS3
(wiring recovered from the base of the tall fridge freezer) and BPS4
(the compressor unit from the tall fridge freezer) also contained wires
with 24 strands and a strand diameter of 0.16-0.18 mm. The strand
count and strand diameter do not provide discriminating information as
to whether exhibits MJS/1 and JDG/1 may have originated from either
the old freezer or the tall fridge freezer.

(b) If the arc damage to exhibits MJS/1 and/or JDG/1 occurred before the
fire in flat 16 Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017 then neither are
associated with the cause of the fire in flat 16 Grenfell Tower on the
14th June 2017.
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(c) The arc damage observed on the exhibit JDG/1 could have been
associated with a previous fault of the old fridge freezer which was
mentioned by Mr Behailu KEBEDE in his witness statement [A6] and
his statement to the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry [A7] where he said
that:

"I bought the small freezer approximately nine years ago. I
bought it new. I think it The small freezer broke down just after
its one-year warranty had expired. I phoned a ...the problem
was a faulty fuse in the freezer..." [A7]

(d) If the arc damage to exhibits MJS/1 and/or JDG/1 is associated with
the fire in flat 16 Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017 then it is most
likely that the wire(s) were located at or close to the area of origin of
the fire at the time that the arcing event took place.

(e) If, at the time of initiation of the fire, MJS/1 and/or JDG/1 were located
at or close to the area of origin of the fire, then these items were
subsequently displaced either as a result of firefighting activities or
during the fire scene investigation.

8.8.49 Dr. Duncan GLOVER also examined a variety of other electrical appliances
and cables recovered from flat 16 Grenfell Tower. He reported that he
observed no evidence of electrical arcing on any of the items he examined
with the exception of MJS/1 and JDG/1 [A32].

8.8.50 Dr. Duncan GLOVER reported that he observed evidence of alloying damage,
that is melting of copper in the presence of another metal which acts to
reduce the temperature at which the copper-metal mixture melts, on exhibits
MJS/2 and JDG/2 both of which were recovered from BPS3 which was the
wiring recovered from the base of the tall fridge freezer [A32]. Electrical fire
experts from Exponent also observed evidence of 'electrical activity on wiring
consistent with fire involvement while energised as either a cause or a result
of the fire" [A78].

8.8.51 A more specific examination of the electrical items and the wires recovered
from the southeast corner of the kitchen of flat 16 was undertaken by Dr.
Duncan GLOVER [A32] and the potential sequence of operation of the circuit
breakers was discussed. As a result of his examinations Dr. Duncan
GLOVER stated that it is "probable that the fire origin is at the electrical
component that caused the circuit breaker for circuit number 7 (the kitchen
circuit) to trip" [A32].

8.8.52 Figure 71 presents a schematic representation of the position, as far as can
be ascertained, of the exhibits examined by Dr. Duncan GLOVER [A32]
where evidence of electrical arcing damage and alloying damage was
observed. The remaining items examined by Dr. Duncan GLOVER are not
included in the schematic because no evidence of electrical arcing or alloying
were observed on those items.
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the old freezer and
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miS/2 recovered from BPS3 (wiring from base of tall
fridge freezer) —25 mm wire with possible melting at
one end. The presence of zinc was also detected at
the area of possible melting and alloying damage.

.IDG/2 recovered from BPS3
(wiring from base of tall fridge
freezer) - wire with tin (indicative
of solder) present at one end.
Evidence of alloying damage.

JOG/1 recoverd frorn MiD/38
the old freezer. — Evidence of
electrical arcing on a wire
approximately 40 mm long (24
strands, approximately 0.16
mm diameter) with copper
beads at one end.

mJS/1 recoverd from MJD/32 wiring
and miscellaneous from bedroom 2.
Evidence of electrical arcing on
approximately 3 mm of a fused wire
(24 strands, approximately 0.16-0.18
mm diameter).

Figure 71: Summary of the electrical evidence presented by Dr. Duncan GLOVER of exhibits
recovered from the southeast corner of the kitchen of flat 16 Grenfell Tower [A32] and on

which either melting, alloying damage or electrical arc damage was observed.

8.8.53 Figure 72 illustrates the southeast corner of flat 16 on the 91h October 2017.
This photograph was taken after most of the contents of flat 16 had been
removed. The fire patterns within this photograph illustrate physical evidence
that suggest the area of origin of the fire to be within the southeast part of the
kitchen. These fire patterns include;

(1) Burn pattern on the laminate floor corresponding to the position of the tall
fridge freezer

(2) Position of melting on the socket and conduit on the wall next to the tall
fridge freezer

(3) Lowest area of burning of the skirting board in the southeast part of the
kitchen corresponding to the position of the tall fridge freezer.
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Figure 72: Southeast corner of the kitchen of flat 16 Grenfell Tower taken on the 09/10/2017
[A76].
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8.8.54 The combination of witness statements, TIC footage, the fire patterns on the
tall fridge freezer and the laminate flooring underneath the tall fridge freezer
and the conclusions reached by Dr. Duncan GLOVER in relation to his
electrical examination all indicate that it is more likely than not that the area of
origin of the fire was located at the southeast corner of the kitchen in the tall
fridge/freezer located along the South facing wall.

8.9 Fire scene investigation — Establishing the cause of the fire that
occurred in flat 16, Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017.

The determination of the cause of a fire requires to be substantiated and
underpinned by physical evidence that explains all the stages required for a
fire to occur. This requires an understanding of the physical and combustion
properties of the materials within the area of origin as well as the specific
conditions needed to pyrolyse (thermally decompose) and ignite these
materials and sustain combustion.

8.9.1 On the basis of the physical evidence and witness statements it is more likely
than not that the fire in flat 16, Grenfell Tower that occurred on 141h June 2017
was as a result of an accidental cause.

8.9.2 It is more likely than not that the area of origin of the fire was located at the
southeast corner of the kitchen in the tall fridge/freezer located along the
South facing wall.

8.9.3 Visual non-destructive examinations and some X-ray analysis of the electrical
items were undertaken and reported by the fire investigators from London Fire
Brigade, Bureau Veritas, Key Forensic Services and Exponent [A78].

8.9.4 Further imaging analysis of the electrical items recovered from flat 16 by Dr
Duncan GLOVER reveal evidence of electrical arcing damage on two exhibits
(MJS/1 and JDG/1), both of which were recovered away from the tall fridge
freezer. Dr. Duncan GLOVER also reported that he observed evidence of
alloying damage on exhibits MJS/2 and JDG/2 both of which were recovered
from BPS3 which was the wiring recovered from the base of the tall fridge
freezer [A32].

8.9.5 The results of Dr. Duncan GLOVER's examinations taken into consideration
alongside the results of the fire scene investigators from London Fire Brigade,
Bureau Veritas, Key Forensic Services and Exponent as well as all of the
witness statements, photographs, videos and contemporaneous notes that I
have reviewed do not provide sufficient information to enable the cause of the
fire to be determined. As such the cause of the fire in the kitchen of flat 16
Grenfell Tower which occurred on the 141h June 2017 remains undetermined.
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8.10 Fire scene investigation — Establishing the spread of the fire that
occurred in flat 16, at Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017.

8.10.1 The fire patterns within flat 16 Grenfell Tower have been interpreted by the
fire investigators from Bureau Veritas and Key Forensic Services who all
concluded that after the initial kitchen fire, the fire re-entered flat 16 Grenfell
Tower at a later point in time [A11], [A79].

8.10.2 The initial fire in flat 16 was within the kitchen and this is corroborated through
the information provided by the owner of the flat, Mr Behailu KEBEDE [A3]
and the initial fire fighters who entered flat 16.

8.10.3 This initial fire encompassed the window end of the kitchen and appeared to
have spread from the south side of the kitchen across to the North side of the
room. This is corroborated by the early videos provided by Mr Behailu
KEBEDE's mobile phone [A28], [A29], [A30] and [A31] and the comments
provided by of Crew Manager Charles BATTERBEE and Fire Fighter Daniel
BROWN [A15], [A16], [A17], [A18].

8.10.4 Parts of flat 16 towards the west side of the property exhibit superficial, mainly
smoke, damage. This is true for the entrance hall way, the storage cupboard
to the West side of the entrance hall way and bedroom 1 opposite this hall
way (figures 73. 74 and 75).

Figure 73: The entrance hallway of flat 16 [A37].
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Figure 74: The storage cupboard to the west of the entrance hallway of flat 16, photograph
25 in [A63].

Figure 75: Bedroom 1 of flat 16 viewed from the hallway, photograph 26 in [A38].
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8.10.51n each of these photographs there is minimal evidence that items have been
exposed to flames with the possible exception of the area of the window of the
bedroom 1 and some areas of the hallway closer to the ceiling.

8.10.6 This is in contrast with the second bedroom which was next to the living room.
The external fire most likely re-entered into this bedroom through the window
which has completely burnt away. The damage within this bedroom suggests
that the room experienced flashover fire conditions where the fire was burning
essentially from floor to ceiling [A11]. This can be seen in the photographs of
the bedroom showing almost total destruction of the contents of the room as
well as significant damage to the ceiling and the wall which form the
boundaries of the compartment. figure 75 and 76.

8.10.7 The wall between the bedroom and the living room has been partially burnt
away (figure 76) and this has happened to a lesser extent to the wall between
this room and the other bedroom 1 (figure 77).

Figure 76: Bedroom 2 of flat 16 viewed from the hallway showing the area where the fire has
penetrated through the wall into the living room [A39].
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Figure 77: Bedroom 2 of flat 16 viewed from the hallway showing the area where the fire has
penetrated through the wall into bedroom 1 [A40].

8.10.8 The damage within the bathroom and toilet within flat 16 was a mixture of fire
damage and more superficial smoke damage. Greater evidence of fire
damage higher up toward the ceilings of these two rooms was evident (figures
78 and 79).

Figure 78: Bathroom of flat 16 viewed from the hallway [A41].
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Figure 79: Toilet of flat 16 viewed from the hallway, photograph 31 in [A63].

8.10.9 Figure 80 shows the hallway of the flat looking towards the kitchen. The more
significant fire damage is at a higher level in the hallway.

Figure 80: View down the hall way looking towards the kitchen of flat 16 [A43].
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8.10.10 Within the kitchen, there appears to be more fire damage at a level above
the work tops with the exception of (1) damage to the external surfaces of
cupboards closest to the hallway (2) the damage revealed to the laminate
flooring under the tall fridge freezer in the southeast corner (3) a burn pattern
that reaches to the floor to the North side by the window associated most
likely with the combustion of the old freezer and smaller fridge that were
reported to be present in this area by Mr Behailu KEBEDE [A6],[A7]. It is
uncertain when these items became involved in the fire other than it was after
the initial fire in the kitchen.

There was less fire damage in the adjacent living room than in the kitchen.
The sliding doors between kitchen and living room had burned away and the
fire pattern generated by the combustion of the unplugged old freezer and
smaller fridge can be seen penetrating into the living room near the opening
left by the living room sliding doors (figures 81 to 86).

Figure 81: Photograph of the area of the kitchen containing the sink unit along the south wall.
The fire damage to the surfaces is superficial [A45].
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Figure 82: Photograph of the area of the kitchen looking in from the living room showing the
delineation of the area of damage (red line). The kitchen did not experience the same level of

damage observed in the bedroom next to the living room [A9].

Figure 83: Photograph of the window area of the kitchen. Area (A) is the approximate position
that the tall fridge freezer occupied and (B) is the suggested position of the old freezer and
small fridge. Both areas reveal fire patterns on the nearby walls which reach to floor level,

photograph 76 in [A63].
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Figure 84: Photograph of the area of the living room next to the kitchen. The damage on the
wall is most likely as a result of the combustion of the old freezer and small fridge

[A51].

Figure 85: Photograph of the living room [A52].
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Figure 86: Photograph of the living room [A53].

9. Concluding remarks

9.1 The conclusions presented in this report are based upon available witness
statements, reports and photographs provided by those who were in flat
16, Grenfell Tower at the time of the initial fire, those who extinguished the initial
fire in the kitchen of flat 16, Grenfell Tower and those who investigated the fire
in flat 16 Grenfell Tower.

9.2 The originating fire within flat 16 extended out of the kitchen window of the flat
and at some point re-entered through the window of the bedroom next to the
living room of flat 16 causing further damage to the flat. This further damage
would not have prevented determination of the area of origin and the cause of
the initial fire.

9.3 The fire which occurred in flat 16 Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017 started
in the kitchen of the flat. On the basis of the available evidence, it is more
likely than not that the area of origin of the fire was in the tall fridge freezer in
the southeast part of the kitchen.

9.3 Further electrical examination of materials recovered from flat 16 has been
undertaken by Dr. Duncan GLOVER, a forensic electrical engineer, and he
has reported separately on the results of this examination.

9.4 The cause of the fire in flat 16 Grenfell Tower on the 14th June 2017 remains
undetermined although, based on the available information, it is more likely
than not to be an accidental cause.
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10. Statement of Truth

10.1 I confirm that I have made clear which facts and matters referred to in this report
are within my own knowledge and which are not. Those that are within my own
known knowledge, I confirm to be true. The opinions I have expressed
represent my true and complete professional opinions on the matters to which
they refer.

10.2 I understand that my duty is to assist the Inquiry on matters within my
expertise and I have complied with that duty.

10.3 I am aware of the requirements of Part 35 and the supporting practice
direction and guidance for the instruction of experts in Civil claims, 2014

11. Conflict of interest

I confirm that I have no conflict of interest of any kind, other than any which I
have already set out in this report. I do not consider that any interest which I
have disclosed affects my suitability to give expert evidence to the Inquiry on
any issue on which I have given evidence and I will advise the Inquiry if,
between the date of this report and the Inquiry hearings, there is any change in
circumstances which affects this statement.

01st November 2018
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[A31] MET000083359 Video recovered from Mr Behailu KEBEDE's mobile phone
[A32] Duncan Glover's report and associated appendices
[A33] MET00007781 Witness statement of Watch Manager Matthew LEAVER dated 10/10/2017
[A34] LFB00000002 London Fire Brigade data extracted from the information management

system on 05 September 2017
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[A35] MET00007697 Witness statement of Watch Manager David REED dated11/12/2017
[A36] METS00018296 Photograph taken in the 4th floor lobby of Grenfell tower
[A37] METS00018297 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A38] MET00005824 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A39] MET00005830 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A40] MET00005831 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A41] MET00005828 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A42] MET00005835 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A43] MET00005827 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A44] MET00005839 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A45] MET00005841 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A46] MET00005843 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A47] MET00005845 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A48] MET00005846 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A49] MET00005847 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A50] MET00005849 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A51] MET00005851 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A52] MET00005853 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A53] MET00005856 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A54] MET00005757 Contemporaneous scene notes of Watch Manager Matthew LEAVER dated

14/06/2017
[A55] MET00005760 Contemporaneous scene notes of Watch Manager Bryan SWADDLING

dated
14/06/2017

[A56] MET00005761 Contemporaneous scene notes of watch Bryan SWADDLING dated
14/06/2017

[A57] MET00005762 Contemporaneous scene notes of watch Bryan SWADDLING dated
14/06/2017

[A58] MET00005763 Contemporaneous scene notes of Watch Manager Barry KENT dated
14/06/2017

[A59] Transcript-of-further-LFB-evidence-11-September-2018.pdf, Watch Manager Matthew
LEAVER, Oral evidence provided to Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry

[A60] MET00005981 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A61] MET00005927 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A62] MET00005931 Photograph taken in flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A63] MET00007748 Appendix to Bureau Veritas Fire and Safety Department report dated 07

November 2017
[A64] MET00007750 Spreadsheet listing all exhibits seized from flat 16 Grenfell Tower
[A65] MET00005197 Additional report prepared by Mr Dan MATTHEWS dated 11/08/2017
[A66] MET00007447 Contemporaneous scene notes of Mr Dan MATTHEWS dated 11/07/2017
[A67] MET00007448 Contemporaneous scene notes of Mr Dan MATTHEWS dated 11/07/2017
[A68] MET00007449 Contemporaneous scene notes of Mr Dan MATTHEWS dated 13/07/2017
[A69] MET00007474 Contemporaneous scene notes of Mr Dan MATTHEWS dated 12/07/2017
[A70] MET00007450 Contemporaneous scene notes of Mr Dan MATTHEWS dated 13/07/2017
[A71] MET000080582 Record of interview of Mr Behailu KEBEDE dated 16/06/2017
[A72] MET00006350 Witness statement of Ms Almaz KINFU dated 16/06/2017
[A73] MET00006341 Witness statement of Ms Elsa AFEWORKI dated 18/06/2017
[A74] MET00003701 Operation Northleigh incident log schedule — other UK fire services
[A75] IWS00000457 Inquiry witness statement of Almaz KINFU 24/05/2018
[A76] NND00000030 Photograph taken on 09/10/2017 in flat 16 Grenfell Tower.
[A77] MET00005196 Additional report prepared by Mr Dan MATTHEWS dated 05/07/2017
[A78] Exponent report to the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry dated 22/01/2018
[A79] MET00005195 Report prepared by Mr Dan MATTHEWS dated 22/06/2017
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14. Appendix 2 - Summary Curriculum Vitae:

Professor Niamh Nic Daeid
BSc BA PhD FRSE, FRSC, CChem, FCSFS, FICI, FHEA,

Leverhulme Research Centre for Forensic Science
School of Science and Engineering,
University of Dundee, Dow Street,
Dundee, DD1 5EH,
Scotland, UK

Professor Niamh Nic Daeid is an award- winning Chartered Chemist and Authorised forensic
scientist. She is a Professor of Forensic Science and Director of the Leverhulme Research Centre
for Forensic Science at the University of Dundee. She has been involved in forensic science
education, research and casework since 1994. She holds a Bachelor of Science degree in
chemistry and mathematics, a Bachelors of Arts degree in psychology and a Doctorate in
chemistry. She is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh and holds fellowships of the Royal
Society of Chemistry, the Chartered Society of Forensic Science, the Institute of Chemistry of
Ireland and the Royal Statistical Society.

She has held National and International leadership positions in both fire investigation and forensic
science. She is the immediate past chair of the European working group for fire and explosion
investigation and of the INTERPOL forensic science managers symposium. She is the current vice
chair of the Scientific Advisory Board for the International Criminal Court and is a Commissioner on
the 2018/9 Dundee Drug Death Commission.

She has led the development of Codes of Practice for forensic science practitioners in fire
investigation in the UK and in Europe and has developed international analytical guidance for the
analysis of drug compounds for United Nations. She has published over 200 research papers, book
chapters, monographs and text books and holds a research grant portfolio in excess of £12.8 million.
She is a registered forensic practitioner with the National Crime Agency and is authorised as a
Forensic Chemist under the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995, Section 280(4). She has
been involved as an expert witness for the courts in over a hundred criminal cases including
investigations relating to fire scenes and terrorist events. She is regularly involved in the public
communication and engagement of science making forensic science and science accessible across a
wide range of audiences.

QUALIFICATIONS:

Ph.D. (Bio-inorganic Chemistry) — Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, awarded by the National
University of Ireland, 1993
B.A. (Psychology) — Open University, 1998
B.Sc (Chemistry and Mathematics) - Trinity College Dublin, 1989
Dip (Chemistry and Mathematics) - Dublin Institute of Technology, 1989

CAREER HISTORY:

2016 -
2014 -
2011-2014

2009-2011
2000-2008

1997-2000
1994-1997
1993-1994

Director Leverhulme Research Centre for Forensic Science
Professor of Forensic Science (Personal Chair), University of Dundee.
Professor of Forensic Science (Personal Chair), Centre for Forensic Science,
Strathclyde University.
Reader in Forensic Science, Centre for Forensic Science, Strathclyde University.
Senior Lecturer in Forensic Science, Centre for Forensic Science, Strathclyde
University.
Lecturer in Forensic Science, Forensic Science Unit, Strathclyde University.
Short course lecturer, Forensic Science unit, Strathclyde University.
Environmental consultancy, DuQuesne consultancies, Dublin.
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PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS:

CChem (Chartered Chemist)
FRSE (Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh)
FRSC (Fellow (invited) of the Royal Society of Chemistry)
FCSFS (Fellow of the Chartered Society for Forensic Science)
FICI (Fellow of the Institute of Chemistry of Ireland)
FHEA (Fellow of the Higher Education Academy)
Fellow of the Royal Statistical Society
FFireInv, (Fellow of the UK Association of Fire Investigators)
Founding member of the Fire Investigation Association of Ireland Member of the UK Association of
Fire Investigators

AWARDS (selected):

2018 Awarded Distinguished Forensic Scientist Award by European Network of Forensic Science
Institutes (ENFSI)

2018 Shortlisted THELMA Knowledge Exchange/Transfer Initiative of the Year
2017 Awarded Charted Chemist, Royal Society of Chemistry
2017 Shortlisted Herald Research project of the year award for smoke alarm research
2017 Thanyarak award for research, Thailand
2016 Pete Ganci Award for service to Fire Investigation, UKAFI
2016 Irish Women of the World list— International leader in science
2016 Geneva Inventions silver medal
2016 Association of polish inventors' special award
2016 National Research Council of Thailand Innovation award
2015 PW Allen award, Forensic Science Society
2015 Gold medal from the International Intellectual Property Network Forum
2015 Gold medal from the Taiwan Invention and Innovation Industry Association
2015 Bronze medal from the Taipei International Invention Show and Technomart
2014 iTech learning technology award in Teaching and Learning in Higher Education
2012 Brownfield Briefing award for best scientific advancement

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE (selected):

International:
• Vice chair, Scientific Advisory Board, International Criminal Court (current)
• Chair, INTERPOL Forensic Science Managers Symposium (2013-2016)
• Chair, ENFSI European Fire and Explosion investigation working group, (2012-2015)
• Project lead for the development of European Standards for Fire Scene Investigation
• Author of UNODC international forensic science laboratory guide for analysis of

cathinones
• Consultant, UNODC.
• INTERPOL Technical coordinator forensic chemistry, Forensic Science Managers

Symposium (2004-2013)
• Editor in chief and chair of the editorial board of Science and Justice, (2006-2011)
• Steering group member of the International Forensic Isotope Ratio Mass Spectroscopy

Network.

National:
• Presented oral evidence to the House of Lords Science and Technology Committee inquiry

into forensic science.
• Committee Lead in the development of the UK national Code of Practice for fire scene

investigation
• Steering committee, Judicial Primers, Royal Society, Royal Society of Edinburgh, Lord Chief

Justice of England and Wales, Lord President of Scotland
• Member Science and Justice Forum, Home Office and Royal Society
• Deputy Chair, Science and Law Section, Royal Statistical Society
• Member UK Arson Prevention Forum
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• Member Chief Fire Officer Association special interest group for Fire Investigation
• Lead assessor for fire scene examination for the Council for Registration of Forensic

Practitioners (CRFP) (2008-2011)
• Elected member of Council and office bearer of the Forensic Science Society. (2004- 2011)

RESEARCH (selected):

Research in fire investigation:
Prof Nic Daeid's work in this area has involved both laboratory-based investigations of ignitable
liquids (often used as accelerants) in fires and the fire scene research particularly electrical activity at
fire scenes. Her team's work has incorporated new technologies into the investigation of arc melting
and arc fault mapping in fire scenes as a means of using the physical artefacts remaining when
electrical systems interact with a fire as tools in origin and cause determination. Other areas of
research have investigated the chemical and physical alterations in concrete structures when
exposed to intense heat. Her team has also researched fire fatalities and the chemical and physical
changes that occur to the body during exposure to fire and more recently research has focused into
the ability of smoke detectors to wake children.

Research leadership:
Prof NicDaeid has been the lead for research at the Centre for Anatomy and Human
Identification since October 2014. In 2016, together with Prof Dame Sue Black she established
the Leverhulme Research Centre for Forensic Science (LRCFS) having secured £10million funding
from the Leverhulme charitable trust. LRCFS aims to use a positive disruptive influence to
reshape the forensic science ecosystem at a National and International level and is highly
collaborative and interdisciplinary. The work of the centre focuses research effort where it is
needed in order to raise the scientific quality of forensic evidence to the admissibility level
required by our courts. Core to this disruption is engagement with stakeholders across the
criminal justice system and the communication of science to the judiciary, legal practitioners,
forensic practitioners, law enforcement investigators and the public.

OUTREACH AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT (selected):

Prof Nic Daeid has a public engagement profile related to research, professional casework and
development of the forensic science ecosystem. She has appeared on radio programs including the
Life Scientific (httc://www.bbc.co.uk/Drocrammes/b062k9zz) Inside science on BBC Radio 4
(httc://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b08tvjk5) the Curious Case of Rutherford and Fry
(httc://www.bbc.co.uk/proqrammes/b085vvq1)  and others relating to forensic science
(htto://www.bbc.co.uk/oroqrammes/b05sv09q). She regularly undertakes media work and public

lectures.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS (selected):

1. Explosive detonation causes an increase in soil porosity leading to increased TNT transformation,
N.Nic Daeid , H. A. Yu, L. A. Dawson, D. A. DeTata and SW. Lewis, PLOS one 27.12.2017;
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189177

2. Fundamental studies of the adhesion of explosives to textile and non-textile surfaces, H
A. Yu, T. Becker, N.Nic Daeid, S.W. Lewis, Forensic Science International, 273, p88-
95, 2017, doi: 10.1016/j.forsciint.2017.02.008

3. Investigating TNT loss between sample collection and analysis, H A. Yu, M S.
Beardah and N.Nic Daeid, Science and Justice, 57, 2, p95-100, 2017,
10.1016/j.scijus.2016.10.007

4. The stability of TNT, RDX and PETN in simulated post-explosion soils: Implications of
sample preparation for analysis, H.A Yu, D.A. DeTata, S.W. Lewis, N.Nic Daeid, Talanta,
164, p716-726, 2017, doi:10.1016/j.talanta.2016.07.001

5. A cost effective hydrogel test kit for pre and post blast trinitrotoluene, A Choodum,; P
Kanatharana; R Narayanaswamy; N.Nic DaOid, Forensic Science International, 266,
p202-208, 2016, doi:10.1016/j.forsciint.2016.05.036
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6. A thermoanalytical, x ray diffraction and petrographic approach to the forensic
assessment of fire affected concrete in the United Arab Emirates, M Alqassim, N Nic
Daeid, Forensic Science International, 264, p82-88, 2016,
doi:10.1016/j.forsciint.2016.03.015

7. Non-Destructive Handheld FTIR analysis of spectroscopic changes and multivariate
modelling of thermally degraded plain Portland cement concrete and its slag and fly ash
based analogues. P L Tang, M Alqassim, N Nic Daeid, L Berlouis, J Seelenbinder, Journal
of Applied Spectroscopy, 70, 5, p923-931, 2016, doi:10.1177/0003702816638306

8. Assessing a novel contact heater as a new method of recovering explosives traces from
porous surfaces, H Yu, S Lewis, M Beardah, N.Nic Daeid, Talanta, 148, p 721-728, 2016,
doi:10.1016/j.talanta.2015.07.082

9. Poly vinyl alcohol cryogel as a selective colourimetric sensor for pre and post blast
trinitrotoluene, A Choodum,; P Kanatharana; R Narayanaswamy; N.Nic Daeid;
Sensors & Actuators: B. Chemical, Volume 222, January 2016, Pages 654-662,
doi:10.1016/j.snb.2015.08.115

10. A paradigm shift for forensic Science, SM Black; N.Nic Daeid; Philosophical.
Transactions of the Royal Society. B, 370: 20140251. DOI: 10.1098/rstb.2014.0251

1 1. Science in the Court: pitfalls, challenges and solutions, E O'Brien; N.Nic Daeid; SM
Black, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society. B, 370: 20150062. DOI:
10.1098/rstb.2015.0062
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